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ABSTRACT
Women arc very actively involved in education in the prO\'ince of Nc"foundland
and Labrador. lbey hold more teaching positions than men do. but significantly fewer
administrative positions. This pattern is even more apparent in !Ugh schools. The purpose
of this study was to research reasons for this phenomenon. specifically to revisit the
concept of the glass ceiling (Morrison. White and Van Velsor. 1987). namdy the
invisible barrier that kttps capable "."omen from attaining the administrative positions to
which they aspire. The study examined whether this glass ceiling still exists. and if so.
how it manifests itselffof female high school vice-principals in Newfoundland.
In 1999. eight female vice-principaJs in high schools from across Newfoundland
were invoh'cd in this phenomenological interview study to esttlblish their perceptions
\\ith res~t 10 opportunities and concerns for women in administrative positions in high
schools in Nc\o\foundland. Based on the data collected and on available statistics several
conclusions were drawn.
There are factors ilial influence women's opponunities in high school
administration in either negative or positive ways. Each negati\'e factor represents a pane
of glass in Ihe glass ceiling and lhe positive influences tend to offselto some degree some
of the negative factors. Some oflhese originate from sources lhat are external to women.
....'hile others come from within the women themseh'es. Nor all panes of the glass ceiling
are imposed upon women from external sources. Several orlhe layers of glass are created
and constructed by .....omen, and in this way .....omen limit their o\\n career opponunilies.
The glass ttiling is very complex and is comprised of multiple panes. As each
pane is broken women are in a more advantageous position 10 advantt professionally. It
is the internal. femaJe-created panes of the glass ceiling that appear to be the most
persistent. me most difficult for ......omen to break through.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Several years ago. as a graduate course assignment. I made a presentalion on the
topic: of the role of women in educational administration. I had always seen myself as 3-
quiet feminist and was interested 10 discover what other women in education were doing.
The professor suggesled that I inlerview a female elementary school principal in front of
the class as pan of my presentation. Through this activity and the readings associated
"'ith it. I became intrigued by the subject ofwomen's role in education. and in particular.
the reasons for the scarcity of women in educational adminislJ'ation.
The following year I had m)' first real experience as a teacher of worting with a
woman administrator. I was curious to sec how she would accomplish tasks and how
others ""Quid reaCl to her. I found lhat (liked Ihc: way she performed her duties. She had :I
very relaxed and welcoming presence and always made herself available to discuss
concerns with the staff. The office was a comfortable place to visil in the school. I think
other women on staff. for the most pan. came to appreciate her presence as .....ell. I began
10 mink: lhat some day L toO. mighl consider such a role. but I "''anted to leam more about
it firs!. This thesis has become more than a study thai "'ill add 10 the body of knowledge
about this subjcct It has taken on a very personal purpose in my life, to helpp~ me
for administralive positions.
This Ihesis is an interview sludy of eight women high school vice-principals.
Vice-principals are also regarded as assistant principals. I hoped to gather information
penaining to their experiences as leachers, the process of becoming a vice-principal. their
expcrien~ as vice-principals, and their aspiralions for !he fulure. The purpose of this
study is to further the knowledge of feminist re:Karch. in particular \4ith respect to
women's experiences \4ithin educational administration at the high school level. I
intended to investigate several phenomena: the barriers and opportunities that exist for
women as they become high school vice.principals. the opportunities for advancement
beyond this position. and the obstacles \\'hich might prevent ach·ancement to the
principal's position. In shon. I intended to investigate the glass ceiling as it exists for
women in high school educational administration in Newfoundland. 1 wished to
detennine if this glass ceiling was similar to that previously researched and traditionally
presented in the research literature (Morrison. White and Van Velsor. 1987; Stith. 1998).
This chapter explains the purpose and the significance of stud)ing the barriers and
opportunities for women in educational administration within Ne....foundland. A.s well. it
provides information pertaining to the current state of affairs for women who work in the
public education sector in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Background to the Issue
Historically. women have always had a significant role to play in the field of
education. They have dominated the teaching force in nwnbers in Newfoundland
(Education Statistics. 1995-2000), in Canada. (Statistics Canada. 1996; Reynolds and
Young, 1995), and elsewhere. (Shakeshaft. 1989) for a very long time. The same can not
be said for their role in educational administration. According to Education Statistics
(1995-2000), although more than 60% of teachers in Newfoundland are women. women
make up less than 25% of the school and school board administrators. The school board
is a district·wide ttntta1 office that creates policy for the schools within that district and
engages in hiring practices for the schools. In Canada, according to the National Census
of 1996. 60% of the teachers art "~Iomen. while females hold only 40% of the
administrath-e positions. All the formal administrative positions are dominated.
statistically. by men. from the Dirtttor's position at the school board level to thai of
department bead within a given school.
It is interesting 10 nole thai many of the women who have attained positions in
school administration are employed in the primary and elementary school systems. or
have become program specialists. Of the 82 fema1~ vice-principals in this pro"'ince
approximately onl)" 10% work in schools that accommodate adolescent children only.
that is to sa}'. junior. senior. or central high schools. This is not uncommon (Shakeshaft
1989: Reynolds and Young. 1995). It seems that women have success in gaining
administrative positions generally if they work with very young children or if they
become curriculum specialists. Women art possibly still being perceived as fulfilling a
mothering role (Shakeshaft. 1989). Unfortunately. the position of principal of an
elementary or primary school appears to be a dead-end position since very few people go
on from there to work at the school board level (Shakeshaft. 1989).
Recently it appears that the nwnber of WOOlen in administrative positions at the
high school and school board levels is increasing (Educational Statistics. 1995-2000).
although their numbers are still far below those ofthcir male counterparts (Reynolds and
Young. 1995). I have noticed the same phenomenon in my own school board. For years I
was Wlaware of any female administrators at the high school level. Then. about len years
ago, lhree women were hired as vice-principals in the same year. More have been hired
sinc~. My inl~rest was in inlerVi~",ing some of~ women to see what lhcir
~XJK'ri~nces h.a.v~ been.
School board administrators in this provinc~ are almoSi ~mirely comprised of
According to th~ Education Syst~m Directory of N~wfoundland and Labrador
(1997·1998) there were only four f~mal~ scbool board administralors in th~ pro\'inc~ al
that tim~. Sinc~ there is a lendency to hire people who are much like oneself (Reynolds
.and Young. 1995). there is a real danger that a higher proportion of men ",ill continue to
be hired for administrativc positions in high schools. School board persoMel nm 10 be
supplied ",ith the research data on the efTectiv~ness of wom~n administralOrs. The
researcb in this thesis could belp Ihat bappen.
Pt1!IIOSt: of the Sludv
For years the research conducted on administration was androcentric. that is.
based on the experience of men (Sbakeshaft. 1989: Adler. Laney. and Packer. 1993:
Reinharz. 1992). Since almost all of th~ administrators in the past were mal~ it was
asswned that th~ e~periences of these mal~ administrators were those of all
administrators. Th~refore women who managed 10 attain fonnal administralive positions
were thoughl to encounter similar uperiences and to e~hibil similar beha\iours as men.
In !he feminist studies completed 10 dale this has turned OUi to nol be the case (Adler.
Lan~y and Packer. 1993).
Research has been conducted on Ihe obstacles that keep wom~n from attaining
administration positions in the school system. particularly in schools which t~ach
adolesc:~nt children (Shakeshaft.. 1989). Many of !he men who aspire 10 these same
positions do not encounter some ofthcse same obstacles. A "..oman·s experience appears
to be affected by her gender. Clearly the~ is a need for mo~ feminist research on this
topic in order to diSCOVff more about the feminine experience and perspective. Therefo~
this stud~· includes the experiences and perce:ptionsofwomen only.
Very simply. to do feminist research is 10 pUI gender al the center of one's
inquiry....The: oven ideological goal of feminist research in the human
sciences is 10 correct both the invisibiliry and distortion of female
e~perience in ways relevant to ending women's unequal social position.
(Lather. 1991, p. 71)
The reasons offered by the literature for the shonage of women in such positions
are varied. Both women and men view women as inappropriate for managerial roles
(Gill. 1995). Blount (1994) found that ,,"omen we~ never viewed as appropriate for
administration and that \\."Omen and leaders we~ seen as '"fy,'o mutually exclusive
categories~ (p. 52). Other reasons range from lowered aspirations on the part of women.
fewer ","Omen being academically~ for these positions. problems of role conflict
\\.1th family commiunents. to a lack of role mcxlels and sexual discrimination (Shakeshaft.
1989: Dardai~.Raggue:t. Russo. and Harris. 1994). All of these reasons ~nect the effect
of gender.
Nonetheless. things are changing. According to Guppy. Blascn. and Vellulini
(1987) more women are completing undergraduate. graduate and Ph.D. programs and are
therefore more qualified than the)' have been. More are applying for administrative
positions as \\.'ell. so clearly their level of aspiration is increasing. According to Reynolds
and Young (1995). as many women as men are applying for these positions but their
applications are being excluded before the interview process begins. As well.
husbands and partners are helping out at home and encouraging women to pursue these
positions (Taylor. 1995).
There is evidence to suggest that "'-omen and men have very different. yet equally
effective. styles of management (Helgesen. 1990). Some researchers C'\'en conclude that
....-omen make better managers (Adler. Laney and Packer. 199). If this is so wh)' are there
still so few ....-omen in these positions'? There is a concern of the glass ceiling keeping
women from attaining these positions (Reynolds and Young. 1995; Adler. Lane)' and
Packer. 1993), Morrison. While and Van Velsor (1987) first introduced the concept of the
glass ceiling:
Many women have paid their dues. even a premium. for a chance at a top
position. only to find a glass ceiling between them and their goal. The
glass ceiling is not simply a barrier for an individual. based on a person's
inability to handle a higher-level job. Rather. the glass ceiling applies to
women as a group who~ kept from advancing higher bUQust they au
",'omen.(p.13)
Morrison et aI (1987) describe this glass ceiling as a single "transparenl barrier"
(p.Il) which keeps women from attaining certain management positions. Stith (1998)
reports similar views:
The glass ceiling provides minorities and women with a constant view of
what they will never achieve because of their race. nationality or sex. This
is a painful and humiliating experience. The glass ceiling creales
inequities in hiring practices. compensation. levels of support. and
opponunities which are mandatory for successful careers and personal
satisfaction. Its activities impede or prevent its victims from progressing
into entry. middle, and senior level positions. This ideology is currently
supponed and practised by many companies and institutions who publicly
state they are equal opportunity employers. (p. 65)
The research traditionally presents the glass ceiling as constructed by forces that
arc external to women. and imposed by those same forces with the purpose of keeping
women who have proven their abilities from attaining positions of increasing status. This
barrier is applied to ......omen as a group. rather than to individual women. It has also been
viewed as a single layer of glass that. once broken. may allow women to attain various
administrative positions within organisations.
In this study I interviewed eight women who have managed to attain vice·
principal positions at the high school level. an area that has remained dominated by men
for quite some time (Taylor. 1995). Only about 30% of school administrators in
Nc\\foundland are female. (Educational Statistics. 1995-2000). and I found through
telephone research that only about 10% of these women administrators work in schools
which instruct high school aged children exclusively.
The women who panicipated in this study appear 10 have broken through at least
an initial layer of this glass ceiling since they have managed 10 obtain a vice-principal
position at the administrative level. This position would be considerably less autonomous
than that of principal. but nonetheless it is an entry.level administrative position. I
assumed thai the experiences of the women in this study, as vice-principals. would be
fairly recent. and therefoR: more CUlTmt than those who have al~y gone on to the
principal's position.
This study intended to investigate how they managed to attain their currenl
position. and to examine the form. of the glass ceiling they may have encountered in
doing so. This study examined their perceived level of acceptance and the degree to
which they understood their value as administrators upon initiation into their first
administrative position. This study not only investigated how others reacted to these
women, but as well how~ women felt about becoming administrators. their level of
self-confidence ";th respect to their administrative profession. and how this mayor may
not ha\'e changed since the initial acceptance of their first position. 1bey were in a
position to report if being a woman had any effect on their experiences and to better
describe the glass ceiling and how it serves to keep women from attaining their goals.
This study explored the reality of how women administrators maintain a
professional and family life. This study examined whether high school administration is
feasible for only a select group of women or whether others would be able to successfully
find the time and energy to devote to it.
In summary. I investigated the obstacles they encountered in order to arrive at
their CUIrtnt position. the obstacles they felt would continue to exist if they ";shcd 10
advance their careers even further. and as well any new obstacles or barriers that might
occur al this juncture in their career. I also looked at opportunities that they encountered.
as these might be indications that certain layers of the glass ceiling are beginning to
disappear.
Significance of the Studv
Very few studies of this nature. concerning women educational administrators.
have taken place in Newfoundland. In 1988. Guy sent a questionnaire 10 300 female
educational administrators in all positions and grade levels. The study I proposed. while
S1il1 on the same general topic as that of Guy. was different. I targeted a very specific
group of women. high school vice-principals. As well. my study involved qualitative
inlerview research methods as opposed to quanlitative research methods. Through an
interview process I was able to expand on some of her findings. to build on or alter her
theory. to determine if the barriers and opportunities she found to exist have changed. My
study \\.as conducted in a different manner and took place eleven years later.
The sample group for this study was specific. This study examined only women
who have successfully gained vice-principal administrative positions in high schools. and
were employed in these positions at the lime of this study. There were only nine women
in Newfoundland employed as high school vice-principals during the school year J998-
1999 when the data for this study were collected. These women were employed in
\'arious regions of the island ponion of this province. some rural. and some urban.
Conlact ....ith eight of those nine women was made. and all eight agreed to participate in
this study. As the experiences of only eight women are included in this sludy the results
may be limited in generalizabililY.
These successful women were researched and written about so that they will exist
for many readers, panicularly female Master of Education candidates. These women. and
their experiences. need to be made more visible to those who are in a position 10 promole
women in this area of employment, and 10 those women who mighl consider such a
10
career mo\'c for themselves. One of the reasons I chose to study women in the vice-
principal position was to offer women who aspire to administration positions the benefit
of others' experience. This study gives insight into the opportunities for women in this
field. and as well as inlo the career concerns of these women.
Few studies have investigated first time female administrators to see if their
experiences were positive enough to encourage them to move on. This study. through its
investigation of vice-principals only, hoped to sample first time administrators. Six out of
eighl of the panicipams were. in fae!. employed in their firsl position as an administrator
when they were imerviewed for this study. This study advances the knowledge of the
career path of female high school administrators in Newfoundland. and delennines
whether gender has a positive. negative. or neutral effect. It adds to the knowledge of the
effect of gender on promotion in educational administration in Newfoundland.
This study explored the glass ceiling with respect to f.uther advancements to
which these women vice-principals might aspire. This study contributes to the body of
knowledge that exists on women in administrative positions and in doing so. bener
describes the glass ceiling. lbrough the research conducted for this thesis I have found
that the glass ceiling exists in a different fonn for women in educational administration in
Ne"foundland than traditionally portrayed in the literature. Rather than consisting of a
single transparent layer of glass it appears to consist of several layers of glass. As each is
broken women are admitted [0 the next level of administrative positions. Some of the
barriers facing women do not seem to immediately disappear once a woman has been
successful, even though there is a growing recognition of women's ability to lead.
As well. [ have foWld that the glass ceiling is not only comprised of layers that are
created by forces that are extema.l to women as was presented in ~ literature (Stith.
1998). According to my research \lo'Omen themsel~ have internalised this glass ceiling.
and therefore help [0 maintain it. This significant finding. that sources either external or
internal to .....omen. can impact women's career options has changed the focus of this
study. This finding will be elaborated in detail later in the analysis of the data.
CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature
This chapter reviews the current research 10 present the reasons why there are so
few women administrators in education and the traditional view of the glass ceiling. ....im
respect to the barriers and the opPOnunil.ies thaI exist for women in this field. This
chapter also investigates the leadership skills of women and what has been done in order
to promote women in the area of educational administration. [I also suggests. from the
literature. actions that could be taken by the various stakeholders ....ithin education.
including women themselves. in order to create more opportunities for women in
administration.
The Under-Representation of Women in Administrative Positions in Schools
In education. although the majority of people who enter into the field as teachers
are women. the percentage of women decreases at the administrative level. and continues
to funher decrease as the status of the administration position increases (Education
Statistics. 1995-2000: Shakeshaft. 1989). In Canada in 1988. 12% of principals were
women and 17% of vice-principals were women (Rees. 1991). In the United States in
1999 only 35% of the principals were female. while 73% of the teachers were women
(US Depanment of Educalion. 1999). In Newfoundland. for the years 1997-2000. about
30% of the vice-principals and principals were women. 20·30%of the Associate Directors
of school boards were women. and there were no female Directors (Education Statistics.
1997·2000).
Most .....omen who do achieve administrative positions in schools tend to do so
within the elementary system. and this tends 10 be a dead-end position v.ith little
opportunity for advancement (Shakeshaft. 1989; Dardaine-Ragguet. Russo and Harris.
1994). Shakeshaft (1989) also reports a "conspiracy of silence" (p. 21). where statistics
on female repre~ntation are not always readily available. Often. when education
statistics are reponed there is no distinction made between elementary and high school
administrators. This is true of the official statistics in education compiled in
Ne\\foundland and Labrador (Education Statistics. 1995·2000). Therefore. I was obliged
to contact the school boards by telephone in order to obtain numbers of women high
school vice-principals within the province. This telephone research revealed that in 1998-
1999 only 10% of the female principals and vice·principals in Nev.foundland work in
high schools.
Meanwhile. among the population of teachers who have perhaps the most difficult
and trying jobs of all. tho~ who deal with challenging needs children. about 85% 10 90%
are women (Educational Statistics. 19%-2000). "School teaching has thus been presented
as a classic case of the sexual division of labour. In general. women have held the lower
paying jobs at the bottom of the educational ladder and men have been favoured at the
top" (Danylewycz. Light and Prentice. 1987. p. 34). Other researchers have noted the
same phenomenon. According 10 Adler. Laney and Packer (1993):
....women predominate in the areas of teaching with lower status. where
skills are perceived to be akin to caring and mothering ... Despite the
large nwnber of women in primary schools - four times the number of
male teachers - men are disproportionately represented al the h~ad teacher
l~v~L (p. 19)
~ research ~Ied in this chapter explores several ph~nomma related 10
women in educational administration \o\ithin schools. Firstl),. the barriers rnal keep
women from attaining or ~\'~n aspiring to positions within educational administration are
explored. Secondly. a woman's abilit)' to perform the rol~ of school adminismnor is
in\·estigaled. Finally. th~ opportunities that exist for wom~n are discussed. and as well
some suggestions for increasing these opportuniti~s are offered,
Whv there are f~w Women Administrators in Schools' The Glass Ceiling
There ar~ some popularl)' held asswnptions to explain why women do not be<:ome
administrators in schools; for example. it is believed thaI few women are either qualifi~d
for or interested in administrative positions. Warwickshire County COWlCil (1989. cited
in Adl~r. Laney and Pack~r. 1993). discovered through an interview study. howev~r. that
these assumptions are false. The)' concluded thai women are both qualified and interested
in furthering their careers. thai "''Omen are not content 10 remain in their positions as
leachers. and thai mothers do have the time 10 devote the extra hours requirro of an
administrative position. Therefore family needs do nol take priorily over work
commiunenlS.
Dardaine·Ragguet. Russo. and Harris (1994) have theorised a glass ceiling which
continues 10 keep qualified women. especially minority women. from assuming
leadership roles and gaining administrative posilions. Morrison. White and Van Velsor
"(1987) claim the glass uiling is applied to entire groups of people because of their tace
or gender. and not just individuals.
Adler. Laney and Packer (1993) suggest lhat:
For those women in education ~ito do decide thaI ~y want 10 mo\'C' up.
there is the 50· called -glass cciling-. the invisible barrier to achic\'ement:
the point at which women \lo"atch ~'ounger men in grey suits gain positions
of power. (p. 22)
This glass ceiling enables women to see the positions they would like to anain.
but works as a barrier that is not immediately evident to all people involved (Stith. 1998).
Stith suggests that even employers who claim to support employment equity engage in
practices that reinforce the glass ceiling.
In summary the glass ceiling is a key faclor explaining why there are few women
in educational administration. This glass ceiling represents an im'isible barrier to success.
and is generally imposed upon groups of minorities. such as women. fatMr than upon
individuals. It is precisely its invisibility that makes it 50 difficuh to combat. Employers
who support the glass ceiling often deny its existence. As some aspects of the glass
ceiling are extemal to "'umen. "'umen have limited control O\'C!' !.hem.
Gender Discrimination
Gender discrimination is a large pan of the glass ceiling, It. too. exists. e\'en if
some people feel it does no[, Shakeshaft (1989) found that "women often experience. but
deny. sex discrimination" (p. 106). This is sometimes a means of avoidance, If one does
not acknowledge it exists. one does not have to deal wi!.h it. It does. in fact. exist at all
levels of the education hierarchy. and is exhibited by members of all categories of
stakeholders, from students to the school board (Shakeshaft. 1989).
Women are not always vieweC as appropriate for positions in educational
administration. Manin (1993) found that the general population sees women and
administrators as different groups with Unle in common. People feel that females do not
exhibit the qualities that one would associate with an administrator. Blount (1994) fOWld
that women and leaders were seen as '"two mutually exclusive categories" (p. 52).
According to the research of Andrews and Basom (1990) society has a "double standard"
even when describing female characteristics. Where men might be considered planners.
women are seen as schemers; men are sensitive. but women are emotionallp. 40). The
masculine descriptor is more positive whereas the female descriptor is negative.
Researchers have fOWld gender bias in hiring practices. The data of Dardaine·
Ragguet Russo and Harris (1994) and of Martin and Grant (1990) suppons the idea that
qualified women do not get administrative positions beca~e of sex-role stereotyping and
employers' negative attitudes toward women. This is a silUation where employers have
cenain negative assumptions about women in general and apply these to job criteria.
Blount (1994) blames the composition of professional staff in school boards, as
one of the reasons for the disparity of women in administrative positions. "School board
members have tended to choose people most like themselves: white males amenable to
the needs of the affluent and influential members of the community" (p. 56). Marieni and
Stout (1994) studied school boards to look at the numbers of women being hired by them
as superintendents in the United States and found the number of women superintendents
to be on the rise. On close investigation they found that school boards that hired women
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superintendents were more likely to be female majority in comparison 10 those school
boards thai hired male superintendents. This corroborates Blounfs findings. Marieni and
Stout also found that these schools boards are more cosmopolitan. more consultati\"e.
more likely to govern in elementary districts. and more likely to have high numbers of
females in administrative positions in the district.
As well, Martin and Gram (t 990) found that this was compounded by the absence
of women who can serve as advocates and mentors. MenlOrs are important as the~
encourage people 10 apply for positions. and to fed they are qualified to apply for
positions. They sometimes playa role in promoting women to people in a hiring position.
Simply the existence of women in administrative positions as role models can be
encouraging. and conversely the lack of them can be discouraging. Swiderski (1988)
found the same negative attitudes towards women in administration as well as a lack of
femalerolemooels.
Dardaine-Ragguet. Russo and Harris (1994) concluded that sex discrimination
occurs throughout the hiring process from application. to screening. to interview. and
selection. Martin and Granl (1990) presented some specific examples of discriminatoe:
practices v.ithin the hiring process. They found that women were nOI made aware of
positions in time to apply for them. Some openings were not advertised at all and were
instead passed along the old boys' network. from which women applicants would have
been excluded. They also found that some positions required qualifications which had
Iinle bearing on job perfonnance. but which effectively eliminaled most female
applicants. Those women who did manage to get interviews experienced discrimination
"as welL as they were confronted with discriminatory q~stions and situations during the
interview process (p. 40).
Recs (1991) in her study of school boards found there is a perception thai "'"Omen
do not hold the appropriate qualifications to apply for school management positions. She
found they have the paper qualifications. but other qualifications may be per.:ei,·ed to be
missing. such as prc\'ious ltadersh.ip responsibilities or self.confidence. She feds work
has 10 be: done to change tv..o perceptions: the school boards' perception that women lack
a "leadership image", and women's perception that they lack the appropriate
qualifications.
Even women who appear to break through the glass ceiling and attain an
administrative position continue 10 experience gender discrimination. These women
continue to have to prove they are capable of perfonning their duties and are worthy of
promotion. S"'iderski (1988) found that women who attain administrative positions have
to deal with preconc~ived notions on the pan of both maI~ and f~ma1~ teachers aboul th~
abilities of f~mal~ administrators. Sh~ also found that when \looomen seek ~ven higher
promotions they are faced \loith th~ dil~mma of ~ven f~wer a\'ailabl~ sponsors. and thai
makes promotion more difficult still. Again. th~ lack of m~ntors is a probl~m at all stag~s
orth~process.
M~nz and McNeely (1994) inv~stigated anoth~r way in which n~w f~mal~
administrators might find thems~lves in discriminatory situations. They comment~d on
the tradilion in education of placing n~wcomers in difficult positions. those positions
which others do not want. It might be "easier and less risky" to plac~ a woman in this
Iype of position. Then ifshe fails it would nOI be seen as the syst~m·s fault. It would be
"an indictment of that woman's abilities. or of the abilities of all women. Conversely if she
succeeds. she will be seen as a uniquely capable woman. Women do have to face unfair.
discriminatory, hiring practices in order to obtain administrative positions. Even those
women who do get hired find they encounter negative. preconceived notions about their
abilities in this field of work.
These factors can not only make it difficult for ....,omen to attain promotion to
other administrative positions. but can also contribute to difficulties with respect to the
retention of women administrators. Tallerico. Poole and Burstyn (1994) studied four
women superintendents who decided not to return to their positions. or whose positions
were not renewed. While women' 5 reasons for their decisions were different. this study
emphasises the need not only to recruit more women into these types of leadership
positions, but also to find ways of retaining them once they are successful. In a larger
study from which these four women were drawn., they found L'l.at 70% of the women who
left their positions were in their first superintendency. Without attention being paid to the
retention of women they fear the system does Iinle more than create a "revolving door"
"With such long standing. disproponionate panicipation of white males in educational
leadership. the loss of even a few women and members of underrepresented groups can
be significant" (Tallerico et al.. 1994. p. 452).
Gender bias can serve to discourage women from even enlenaining the possibility
of pursuing an administrative career. Ross Epp (1994) surveyed 123 graduate students in
Educational Administration Programs in Canadian universities to see if much had
changed in the previous twenty years with respect to the "chilly climate" for women
students, a climate where women were made to feel unaccepted or unwanted. Although
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there were some positive changes. most of what she found indicated mal little had
improved.. She found that there were few gains in course modification. Thcrt!fore
women's issues Vo'CTe not being addressed in the cW'riculwn. 1bere y,-ere too few women
professors scni.ng as role models and advisors. In fact some male and female students.
and ("'en some rnak professors continued to devalue women professors. Sexist language
continued 10 discourage or isolate female students. and "'Omen in classes continued 10 be
ignored. insulted or even pena.lised because of their gender. Women ....~re actually
counselled out of administration and into curriculum (p. 66).
In the following year. 1995. Ross Epp studied 151 graduate students in
educational administration across Canada. She found in this study that women had some
positive experiences. They were able to take women's studies courses as options. had
opportunities to study qualitative research methods. and had positive experiences with
female professors. As in her previous study. there were also some negative findings.
which she refers to as -insidiow <klerrents-. 1bese were a maJe oriented competili\'e
culture; gender bias in I('Xts. materials. and traditions; and unequal distribution of
financial resources and home relaled responsibilities. These would ha\'e contributed to a
feeling of discomfon for Ihe women. and possibly kepi lhem from Iheir studies because
of financial and lime restrictions. MThe women sludents in Ihis survey spoke of an
entrenched anti·female anitude which discouraged female teachers from seeking
administrative training" (p. 30).
Guppy. Balsam and Vellutini (1987) found that women are begiMing to dominate
some degree programs. and have increased lheir numbers dramatically in Ph.D.
programs. Unfonunalely, women still occupy few of the senior positions on lhe facullies
"of universities. and are generally paid Jess than their male counterparts. This would have
a negative effect for the promotion of women's issues. and would give the unspoken
message to female students that it is difficult [0 achieve equitable employment status.
even if one is well educated.
Schneider and Wallich (1994) studied male and female assessment cemer
participants to see whether gender affected their pursuit of administrati\'c careers. These
assessment centers provide simulation exercises to detennine which candidates possess
the skills and qualities necessary for future administrative positions and promotions. The
panicipants in this study. for the most part. held teaching or administrative positions al
that time. Although their demographic profiles indicated that both groups were vcry
similar. they found that men re<:eive preferential treatment in tenns of administrative
promotion regardless of their skill level over women and that the recruitment effons may
be perpetuating the stereotypical representation of men as more appropriate secondary
administrators(p.235).
These findings show that even women who aspire to administrative positions and
are following an educational path to prepare them for such positions encounter gender
discrimination. They can encounter this layer of the glass ceiling in \'ery unlikely places.
such as their university classes within educational administration programs.
This gender discrimination and negative sex role stereotyping can affect women's
self-esteem and can lead women to become an obstacle to their own success. S....iderski
(1998) found that women have negative self.perceplions and lack confidence in their
qualifications and experience. Albino (1992) feels that few women apply for these
positions because they fear success. For them, achievement is incompatible with
femininity, and they do not want to be perceived as not feminine. Conversely. Albino
also believes that women fear risk. She feels that men see risk as an opponunity for
success or failure, whereas women see it primarily as an opportunity for failure.
The sexism of society blocks rei;ognition of women's abilities, and women. as
wdl as men, undervalue women. Collinson (1989) found that .....omen become vice-
principals and principals later in life and this limits their time for opponunilies for funher
advancement. As .....ell, Collinson found that .....omen do not plan their careers the .....ay
men do, and when they do they are quiet about it, and therefore limit the number of
people who could help them. This decreases the chances of attaining an administrative
position in the first place, as women do not lake advantage of nelv.lorks that might be able
to help them.
Collinson (1989) also found that women have a tendency to continue the
supern'oman myth and do not take advantage of services thai could help free up more
time to dedicate lowards their work. This helps to perpeluate the idea that women have
100 many responsibilities to be able to successfully complete the roles of an
administrator. It also incorrectly demonstrates to other women just how difficult this
position can be, and can discourage them from applying for such positions.
Possibly a person's altitude towards gender discrimination is imponant. Thrasher
McGrath (1992) fOWld that successful women are aware of sex discrimination but they
don't get "hung up" on gender. Maybe as individuals women need to learn to place less
emphasis on the fact that they are female and to rely more on their abilities as
professionals.
"In swnmary. women can encounter examples of gender discrimination in their
professional. social or educational lives. For many women this gender discrimination can
constitute a major barrier to promotion. Because of sex-role stereotyping women are not
always viewed as appropriate for administration. Inequities thai discriminate against
women exist at various stages in the hiring process. Successful women applicants
continue to face gender bias in their new positions and there is a tendency to view them
as uniquely capable. thus fostering the belief thaI women. in generaL are nOI suited for
such positions.
Women encounter this negative view of their abilities even al university. while
preparing to become administrators. Women are on times discouraged as Masters of
Education candidates. and can be cowtSelled out of administration into other areas. such
as curriculum.
The gender bias that women encounter leads them to behave in ....oays that are
detrimental to Iheir own careers. Gender discrimination can lower their self-esteem. and
the fear of failure can cause them to wait Wltil later in life before applying for
administrative positions. This effettively limits the degree to which they can advance
themselves professionally.
There is evidence lhat successful women can nave a positive effect on potential
candidates. As mentors they can encourage others to follow similar career paths.
Unfortunately. the number of women in a position to act in this way is still very low.
How Women Lead
Blackmore (1989) sought to study why qualified women do not apply for
positions of leadership within schools as principals and found that leadership has been
traditionally viewed as a masculine characteristic. For a long while it was believed that
aggressiveness was essential in various management skills such as tackling challenges.
setting achievable goals. planning and persuading. Leadership was associated with a high
level of self-esteem and self-confidence. and many believed that women lacked these
traits. and that while women could leam them. they were innate in men. Women were
percei....ed as too emotional and subjective. She successfully refuted the above reasons.
which she referred to as ··myths.., as to why women would be unsuitable in this position.
She found that women did demonstrate characteristics appropriate for educational
administration.
Since men were seen as appropriate for leadership positions, whereas women
were not. it is hardly surprising that women who wanted to succeed in the male
domir.3ted world of management were encouraged to behave. and even dress like men.
This was only mildly successful (Adler. Laney. and Packer, 1993). Shakeshaft (1989)
concluded "thus to counsel women to act like men may not be in the best interests of
either women or schooling" (p. 210). Blount (1994) agreed that those women who
"dressed for success" probably compromised their self-respect to do so (p. 47).
In studies of leadership style, there appears to be many differences bet....-een the
methods used by men and women to administer. Adler, Laney and Packer (1993) noted
that women's concept of power is different from that of men, and that women do not
always see power as desirable. A male model of power is based on autonomy and
separateness. while a female model is centered on connectedness and community. With
"respect to decision-making. Shakeshaft (1989) found that women are preferrtd over men
because they are perceived as being more democratic and panicipalory. Women tend to
ask the people who will be affecteri by decisions for their input. With respe<:t to conflict
resolution school staffs have evaluated women as more effective lhan men in using
conflict reduction techniques. They are more likely to use collaborative strategies rather
than enter into conflict, whereas men use authoritarian responses more often (Shakeshaft.
1989).
Hammen (1996) believes in a feminist post-modem view of leadership. which
allows fOf individual differences. It is unfair to say all women perfonn in the same way.
Her view is that everybody in the school would share leadership responsibilities and thai
"collaborating groups would set goals for the school and detennine its vision" (p. 18). all
facilitated by the school principal. Leadership would not be something held by only one
or two people. Hammett believes in empowennent. a shared power versus power over
others.
Another difference between how women and men lead is women appear to spend
less time at the desk and more time with people during their workday. Shakeshaft (1989)
found women spend more time at home on administration and schoolwork, and during
the work day they spend more time communicating. and touring buildings. visiting
classrooms and teachers. and caring for the physical environment. In short, they spend
more lime caring for the school and the needs of the people who occupy it. She also
found that women principals pay more attention to the social, emotional. and academic
development of the children in their schools. Through these activities women become
"more knowledgeable about the curriculum and value more the productivity of their
teachers.
Schneider and Wallich (1994) found that women would bring a strong knowledge
base in the areas of curriculwn and instruction to administrative role. thus improving the
image of school administrators as instructional leaders. Andrews and Basom (1990) also
found that women principals make bener insuuctionalleaders. They found thaI this might
be because they tend to teach for longer periods of time prior to becoming principals.
Andrews and Basom (1990) and Shakeshaft (1989) noted that women principals
observe teachers considerably more often than male principals do, are more concerned
about the academic achievement of students. and are more knowledgeable about the
curriculum. They value the productivity of their teachers more than male principals do.
and demonstrate greater concern for individual differences. developmental problems. and
social/emotional development of their students than male principals do. They are also
likely to be of assistance to new teachers.
Women's ways of communicating differ from those of men. Shakeshaft (1989)
found that both oral and written communication are essenlial to administration. and that
women tend to use language that encourages conununity building. This indicates more
consideration and concern. They also listen more and speak less. interrupt less in
conversation, and use fewer hostile verbs. Women joke less often and when they do they
tend to make fun of themselves. These communication skills all demonstrate a high level
of concern for the other person.
Glass and Sclafani (1988) in lheir study of educational administrators found that
women possess the skills that the male superimendents see themselves as needing to
improve upon. These skills include communication skills. implementation of new
instructional systems. curriculum development. and teacher evaluation. Clearl~' women
have advantages to bring to the administrative positions within schools.
Women who are not managers also use skills thaI are conducive to an effective
working environment. Lambert (1989) found they arc good at working with a team.
listening. empathizing. making decisions which influence others. managing stress. time.
and conflict. establishing priorities. combating racism and sexism. and motivating others
(p.106)
Bolman and Deal (1992) found that women score slightly higher than men on
some measures of leadership and managerial behaviour. yet they have more difficulty
getting credit for their performance. "Under representation of women in school
administration is not a function of their ability [0 do the job" (po 328).
In swnmary. women are able to perform the role of administrator in a high school
setting. They have particular qualities and experiences that can be very useful as
instnlctionalleaders. Some ofthesc are qualities that male administrators admit they lack.
This could represent an opponunilY for women. However. as women have difficult)"
getting recognition for their abilities they are still under represented in this field even
though they are capable.
The research literature revealed that women lead in a manner that is different
from that of men. They view power differently. and some find power undesirable.
Women tend to share power with others. and to value the empowennent of others. They
are viewed as collaborative and panicipatory in nature. bearing in mind the opinions of
others when making decisions. They appear 10 have good commWlication skills and they
"tend 10 use language to demonstrate concern and consideration for others in the school.
They lend to spend more of their workday oUlside of their office and make more contacts
with the various people who comprise the school populacion.
As they tend to begin their administrati~ careftS taler in life than men do. they
have spent more time in the classroom. and therefore lend 10 be more knowled@cable
about curriculwn maners. They are strong instructional leaders. and highly \"alue the
evaluation and perfonnance of both the students and the leachers. Women tend nol to
seek credit for their accomplishments. however. and this can help explain how their
accomplishments and abilities can go unnoticed.
Factors Which Help Women Attain Administrative Positions
Some \\romen comment on the importance of the role of a mentor in encouraging
lhem to seek their first position in educational administration. Thrasher McGrath (1992)
found that men can help women gain successful positions. ~Relalionships are critical to
advancemenL and being rKognised as a "member of the dub' is as imponant as hard
""OrK and competence" (Thrasher McGrath. p. 63). Unfonunately. according to Adler.
Laney and Packer (1993);
Men~ frequently in a position to be mentors. Unfonunately for ""Omen.
mentors tend 10 choose proteges who ~ like themselves. so choose men.
Funhennore. when men create networks. these often exclude women - the
'locker - room syndrome' ". (p. 32)
With few women in administrative positions. and the tendency for male
administrators to mentor other men. there is a serious lack of sponsors/mentors for female
aspirants. Levine (1987) suggests that women educators in middle management positions
can have a positive effect themselves, if they begin to develop opponunities for peer
suppon. Her experience is that she and her colleagues have helped each other fill job
openings and develop collaborative projects. Women need 10 develop these networks.
and women who are in a position to mentor others need to do so. As it could take some
time before the numbers of women in administration are sufficient to establish such a
net\\·ork. a lack of mentors or role models is a layer of the glass ceiling, as it keeps
women from being encouraged to apply for certain positions.
Govenunents have passed legislation aimed at making administrative positions
more accessible to women. Dardaine·Ragguet, Russo and Harris (1994) studied the effect
ofTitle IX of the Civil Rights Act in 1972. the Glass Ceiling ACI of 1991. and the Sexual
Harassment Free Schools Act of 1992 in the United States. Menz and McNeely (1994)
also looked al the effect Title IX has had on the numbers of women in educational
administration. They have found that in the twenty years since this legislation was
passed, the number of women holding line administrative positions has increased. and the
number of women officeholders increased in every position.
This improved situation is reflected in an increase in women in the secondary
school positions of principal and assistant principal. These "positions have traditionally
and resistantly been held by males and have served as 'gates' to advancement in school
administration" (Menz and McNeeley. p. 366). Having women in these positions can
therefore help 10 encourage even more women to apply and anain similar positions. Their
data also showed that despile downsizing in these positions women have maintained their
numbers. This might suggest that their gains are nOI temporary.
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Rces (1991) recommends that school boards revisit the role they play. She
suggests that quite a better understanding is necessary on women's issues with respect to
employment equity. She suggests that officials who have an impact on hiring policies and
practices should be made aware of gender issues, and institutions should analyse and
identify the gender distribution for all of its work force. Employers should engage in
employment equity and they should consider giving preferential treatment 10 women in
hiring and promoting female candidates for positions of added responsibility.
Dardaine·Ragguet. Russo. and Hams (1994) recommend similar suggestions.
They would like to see the implementation of a system of scrupulous record keeping for
accountability relative 10 hiring, salary. promotion. retention. and recruitment. Schools.
colleges. and departments of education should encourage the recruitment of minorities
and females into educational administration by providing career cOWlselling, mentoring,
and financial aide for graduate preparation, and to make the hiring of these individuals a
priority in both word and deed. School boards have a responsibility to eradicate sexism
and racism within their ranks and to develop curricular materials and instructional
methods to do so. To that end school boards should provide professional education on an
on-going and consislent basis to correct sex-role stereotyping among men and women.
but also among administrators. teachers. and staff.
Adler. Laney and Packer (1993) make suggestions for changes thai might improve
the status and position of women in education. They suggest an implementation of equal
opportWlities policies. including equal access to management training and equal
opportunily interviewing. They also recommend proper monitoring of selection
procedures and policies, training of gatekeepers, and positive action in recruiting possibly
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Ulrough lite use ofa quota system. As well, they would like to see memoring for women,
benet child care. maternity and paternity rights. networking and women's support groups.
Schneider and WaJlic:h (1994) found that women are not as inclined as men to
leave their current school district 10 pursue an administrative career. Therefore. attention
and care still needs to focus on affinnative action policies which promote hiring women
administrators.
Collinson (1989) recommends changes that. aJthough long tenn. could help
encourage women from the time they are little ctllidren. Her recommendations deal more
with how people in institutions should treat girls and women so that they will develop
appropriate self-perceptions as leaders. Parents could be encouraged to develop strategies
that create appropriate values and attitudes at home. Tcathers could encourage girls 10
take risks and speak out. University professors could be made aware of appropriate
reactions 10 female students and professors. Principals could give women teachers more
responsibility. such as leaving them in charge when the principal is away. Female
leachers could be encouraged to attend leadership conferences.
It appears that there is much that can be done to help women break through the
glass ceiling. School boards. universities, and current school adminislrators could
implement policies and practices to increase the awareness of this issue, and to give
women opportunities 10 prove themselves.
Rees (1991) has counsel for prospective female administrators. She feels thai they
should get appropriale classroom experience and then lbe appropriate administrative
certification. They should develop a long-range stralegy to attain a prospective position,
and aniculate their career aspirations to others. They should make appropriate contacts by
"joining professional organisations, becoming part of net'Ao·orks. particularly lhoSt' that
suppan other women. and seeking oul and wing sponsors/mentors. They should acquire
visible lcadcrsh.ip experience. either within the school or the conununity at large. become
more mobile. become comfortable and competent with the intffVi~mg process. tab:
chances and view these chances as opportunities.
S",iderski (1988) has some suggestions for currmt ,",'Omen administrators who
aspire to top positions: maintain good contacts with other principals and with the district
office. identify the web of the infonnal network and use it. and serve on formal
committees. Begin with small jobs and increase participation as the situation allows. and
enrol in formallcadership lraining programs. Women administrators should participate in
and support groups mat promOie women in administration. They should develop open
attitudes to women who may be looking 10 them as a model and work to remove barriers
to the appoinunent of other skilled and capable women. This would suggest that even
women who have attai~ entry-level positions in administration must be actively
involved in self-promotion if they wish to advance further.
Albino (1992) has compiled a list of-secrets ofsucc:ess- she identified in .....omen
who have managed 10 anain positions in administration. They have a strong senst' of self
and the ability to give away credil for their accomplishments. They ~'Ork long hours 10
combat the perception that men are able to do a better job due [0 a lack of family
commiunents. These women have good interpersonal skills and they seek and find
mentors, both male and female. In this way. they demonstrate the ability [0 sttategize.
For olhers, this is 100 simple a solution. Morgan. (1986) feels that organisations
are dominated by patriarchal values and structures and that this must change if women
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are to be appreciatro as equals within these organisations. This is nol an easy task to be
accomplished.
In summary. the research demonstrated that employment equity and affirmative
action policies have helped increase the number of \o\oomen in administtath'c positions.
~ women~ then in a position 10 help mentor and encourage still others.. Employers
need to be better informed about gender issues so thai they ",ill become av,~ of
inequities and of the need to eradicate them. School boards must do their pan to rid
schools of racism and sexism through the development and implementation of
appropriate cumculwn materials and leaming strategies. Teachers. parents. and
university professors need to be aware of gender issues and 10 help develop positive self-
perceptions amongst females.
The research in this chapter demonstrates clearly that women ~main under-
repr~nted in high school administration. The glass ceiling theory posits that even
qualified .....omen do not attain positions of status ~i$ly brcause they are women.
Gender discrimination exists and SCTVes to keep capable ,",'Omen from advancing in their
careers. Sex-rol~ stereoryping and a lack of enc:ouragem~nt through successful role
mod~ls contribute 10 this phenomenon. At limes gender discrimination serves to decrease
.....omen's self-confidence and i1 dfeeli\'dy becomes a barri~r thai k«ps ";om~n from
aspiring 10 administrative posilions.
Women can be very capable administrators and can exhibit strong and appropriate
leadership styles. There is research to indicate that women can possess leadership
abilities that men claim to lack. such as positive communication and collaborative
decision-making skills. An obstacle is that ...."Omen seem 10 have difficulty getting or
seeking recognition for their abilities and accomplishments.
The promotion of women is an imponant issue. Government. school boards. and
currenl high school administrators should implement policies and practices to promote
.....omen. Women have to become responsible. in pan. for their own success. It appears
that prospective female administrators have to learn to strategize. Mentors can have a
positive effect towards encouraging women to seek administrative positions. but there
appear to be few female mentors. Although men can mentor women. most often they
mentor other men; therefore. women have to find ways of promoling themselves and
supponing each other. They have to attain the appropriate accreditalion. take on
leadership roles within their school. and improve net'Ao'orks. These are essential to
building women's self-confidence and to helping .....omen gain the necessary recognition
for professional advancement.
This research seems to suggest thaI although women appear to be capable leaders
their numbers are still low in educational administration because they encounter a glass
ceiling, There is a grov.ring recognition of the value of women in administration but
nonetheless .....omen are going to have to take an active role in breaking through this glass
ceiling.
"CHAPTERUI
Research Methodology
This chapter includes a rationale for this study and explains the restarth methods
used for studying the barriers and opponunities for women in educational administration.
As well there is a detailed description of the process followed. This includes a description
of the research participants. the interview guidelines. limitations of the study. member
checking procedures. the administration of me data collection. and finally. a description
of how these data have been analysed.
Rationale for a Phenomenological Interview Study
This is a feminist research project. one in which a woman is studying other
women to gain insight into women's experiences. The purpose is to see if the process of
becoming a high scnool vice-principal. the role of the vice-principal. and the process for
promotion beyond this position are affected by gender. Does being female make any
difference?
Oakley (1981) finds thaI feminist theory is not gender.neutral. It is important for
women 10 investigate the lives of other women in administration 10 help bring about
change. Adler. Laney and Packer (1993) write:
Feminist methodology begins with the view that women are oppressed and
is as such politically committed to changing the position of women. The
process of researching and investigating, as well as the product. has
importance. Like many others. we regard feminist research as essentially
political. concerned not only with exposure, but also with change. We
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focused on the experience of women managers because ....'e believe that the
female experience in education is qualitatively different from the male
experience. (p. 57)
Guy (1988) has already stUdied female administrators in Newfoundland and
labrador. Guy investigated 300 female scltool administrators from all positions of
administration. This currenl study investigates in depth the experiences and perceptions
of eight female high school vice-principals. The vice-principalsrnp is generally the entry
poim for administration. and high schools represent a school setting where fewer women
are employed in administrative positions. The participants in this study have all
successfully entered an area traditionally dominated by men.
Guy's investigation was a quantitative research study in the form of a
questionnaire. while I have chosen 10 do qualitative research based on a semi·strUclUred
interview process (Strauss and Corbin. 1990). All things are not measurable and
questionnaires can be limited. Imerviewing gathers different and more in depth
information on the panicipants' experiences and provides for expansion. clarification and
discussion on the topic (Reinharz. 1992). The intervie..... process is also more personal in
nature. In an interview there is room for some give and take on the pan of the
interviey.'er. and it is through this feeling of closeness which develops bet.....een
interviey.'ees and interviewers that some of the pertinent infonnation is gathered
(Reinharz; Kvale. 1996).
According to Adler. Laney and Packer (1993):
A feminist research process may include emotion and involvemem as a
central faclor in locating and describing women's experiences. Feminists
from a range of theoretical perspectives have struggled to find altemati\'es
to the androcentric method of social science. using more intuitive and
phenomenological approaches. (p. 62)
This is a phenomenological study. A phenomenological interview study is
appropriale for listening to women's voices as they discuss their life ,",orld (Reinhan.
1992: Kvale, 1996). The goal of this study is to discover their perceptions. in their 0\\11
words. of working in this male dominated environment. According 10 Kvale:
A phenomenological perspective includes a focus on the life \\urld. an
openness 10 the experiences of the subjects. a primacy of precise
descriptions. attempts 10 bracket foreknowledge. and a search for invariant
essential meanings in the descriplions. (p. 38)
Guba and Lincoln (1985) s«: many advantages to the interview process as a
means of data gathering as well.
[A)mong its suengths is that there is less chance of misunderstanding
between the inquirer and the respondent than in other approaches..
Questions can be tailored to fit the respondents' knowledge. degree of
involvement. and status. The interviewer is likely to receive more accurate
responses on sensitive issues, and the interview itself is likely to provide a
more complete and in-depth piclUIe than other forms of inquiry. The
interview fonnat is more flexible than other approaches 10 data gathering
and provides wide latitude within which the respondenl's responses can be
explored and fruitful leads exploited. The technique provides for
continuous assessment and evaluation of infonnation by the inquirer,
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allowing him to redirect. probe. and summarise. Unstructured interviews
in particular provide a picture of the event or thing in question in the
respondent's own words and ICnns. his "natural language." (p. 186)
The semi-structured interview process is appropriate for pursuing a grounded
theory technique of analysis of the data (Strauss. 1987). According 10 Strauss the
grounded theory approach to qualitative research is not really a specific method or
technique 10 data sampling. It is:
[nhe development of theory. without any particular commitment to
specific kinds of data. lines of research. or theoretical interests.... It is a
style of doing qualitative analysis that includes a number of distinct
features. such as theoretical sampling. ... the making of constant
comparisons and the use of a coding paradigm, to ensure conceptual
development and density. (p. 5)
Through grounded theory the researcher anempts to keep an open mind about the
data and the conclusions to be drawn from it. The researcher constantly analyses the data
as he or she is collecting and organising them. It is therefore not unusual for a researcher
to find dial the original question may change as a result of the data collected (Osborne,
1990).
This has indeed been the case "ith this research. Originally I "'as inlerested in
investigating the barriers and opponunities for women administrators. with a view to
detennining changes that might occur for women once they have achieved their first
administrative position. Curiously, I found that the panicipants frequently did nOI view an
obstacle that they had managed to overcome as a barrier. Because of this I found thai the
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term "barrier" was 100 definitive. 100 final a term 10 use when referring to these concerns.
Therefore I refer [Q these concerns as "negative influences affecting the opponunilies for
women in administration" in the analysis aCthe data. This more subtle expression s«ms
more in accordance with how the panicipants in this study view these concerns. The
participants also frequently attributed lheir success to good fortune.
These two findings caused me 10 decide 10 investigate further how professional
experiences have affected women's self-perceptions. and how women help to maintain
some of the layers of the glass ceiling. Although other people can either positivel)' or
negatively affect the opportunities available to women in educational administration. it
appears that women themselves playa large role in detennining what opponunities are
available to them. Therefore the original question of the barriers and opportunities for
women administrators evolved into an investigation of the internal and external forces
which affect opportunities for women in educational administration. This has be<:ome the
most important finding in this research, and it will be analysed in subsequent chapters.
Description of the Population
The focus of this research is the experiences of women in school administration
who deal with studentS in the senior high system, since this appears to be the field in
which it is most difficult for women to attain administrative positions. I originally ....<mted
to interview only senior high administrators (grades 10-12). Lists were not readily
available to establish how many women in the province were vice-principals at schools
that dealt only with teenaged children, and in which schools they worked. This
phenomenon. which Shakeshaft (1989) calls a "conspiracy of silence" (p. 21). is nOI
uncommon. I conlaCted by lelephone all of the school boards on the island of
Newfoundland to gel a list of all the female high school administrators for each board. I
was not able to include Labrador in my sample because of distance and cost to conduct
imervie""Sthere.
I found that there were only three female vice-principals in senior high schools
(grades 10-12). Lacking sufficient nwnbers for the study I expanded my research to the
central high schools (grades 7-12) and junior high schools (grades 7-9). There were three
more female vice-principals in each. I succeeded therefore in finding only nine female
vice-principals of high schools for the entire island of Newfoundland. This is significant
since it demonstrates that very few women are employed in this male dominated domain.
These low numbers are not really surprising (Shakeshaft. 1989; Danylewycz, light and
Prentice, 1987).
I was able to make comact with eight of the female high school vice-principals
and all eight agreed to participate in this study. The eight women r imerviewed were
emp[o~'ed as vice-principals in the high school system, that is. working in either junior
high. central high. or senior high schools. during the year 1998-1999 in Newfoundland.
Each had al least len years teaching experience before becoming vice-principals and five
had had experience as department heads previous 10 becoming vice-principals. Four of
them had completed Masters degrees before seeking a position as vice-principal. One is
currently working 10wards such a degree and two have not yet begun that process. All
were heavily involved in volunleer work. either within the schools where they work, or
within the community. or both. Three have since gone on to a position as principal, and
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one other has filled that position on a temporary basis in the past. One woman began her
administrative career as a principal and has only recently taken on the responsibility of
vice-principal. One woman has gone back to teaching, but still would like to pursue a
career in administration.
Protection of the Participants
All participants signed a letter of consent (see Appendix U). which guaranteed
their anonymity. No names of people, schools. school boards or communities were used
in this study. When reporting the analysis of the data the names chosen [0 refer to
individual participants are fictional. During the interview itself any participant could have
refused 10 answer any question she wished and could have Slopped the interview al any
time. If. at any time before me completion of this thesis a participam wished 10 withdraw
from the study, she could have done so (Kvale, 1996). Upon request, each participant
could have a copy of the thesis upon its completion,
Description and Design of the Interview Guidelines
The interviews were semi-structured in the sense that only general topics of
discussion were prepared in advance (see Appendix I), As each person's experience is
different. the exact same questions were not necessarily asked in the exact same order
each time (Reinhan. 1992). The discussion topics covered included family and
educational background. work history. volunteer work. decision to move into
administration. experiences as an administrator. view of opponunities and concerns for
women in administration, and future aspirations. One participant wanted 10 read the
interview guidelines beforehand. but the others were satisfied to conduct the interview
y,ithout firsl seeing the questions.
Previous to the interview each participant was contacted by telephone. infonned
of the purpose of the study. and asked to panicipatc. Then an inlerview lime com'enient
for each participant was arranged. One interview took place in my home. one took place
in a panicipanfs home. and the other six were conducted in their offices in various
communities throughout the province. All of me interviews took place from July 1999 to
OClober 1999.
Each interview took approximately fifty to sixty minutes. With the participanlS'
permission I taped the interviews. NOle laking during interviews often leads to omission
and misinterpretation of data. and discomfort on the pan of the interviewees (Kvale.
1996). [ auempted to pUllhe panicipants at ease during the inlerview process 10 elicil as
much infonnalion from them as possible (Reinhan:. 1992). I established a comfortable
relationship y,ith all of the panicipanlS. and. since the interview. all have confinned my
initial interpretations of their commenlS.
(later transcribed each interview in full and these women's stories were presented
in a descriptive fonn. I did aboul 85% of the transcription myself. and I reviewed Ihe
transcriptions I had delegated to another person to ensure thai there were no omissions or
misinterpretations.
~
Previous to interviey,ing any of Ihe panicipants I used my inilial guidelines to
interview the principal in the school in which f teach. From this pilot study I decided that
I wanted to change the order of some of the questions I asked. I felr uncomfonable
starting the interview with questions about borne lire. as il seemed too personal and off
putting to set a relaxed tone. I dec:ided to let the interview run its course and. ir peninenl
information aboul these: more personal areas or discussion did not naturally emerge
during the process. I 'A'OUld ask about them roward the end oftbe interview. I disco\~
that I had to probe a Hnle more deeply at various points in the interview in order to get
the information that I needed as is appropriale in a semi·structured interview. This pilol
interview was valuable as il helped me to alter my interview rec:hniques 10 gain the
needed infonnarion.
Limitalions or the Studv
Sample Restraints
Some might ar~ thai as this stUdy looked at the experiences or only a rew
administrators it is not possible 10 generalise their experiences to those or all remale
administralors. According to Kvale (1996) it is bener 10 spend more time on the
preparation and analysis or a few interviews than 10 try to inlendew many subjects. I did
manage 10 interview eight or the nine existing female high school vice-principals ror the
school year 1998-1999.
Observer Effect
The interviewee may be lempled to a1rer somewhat her responses to give what she
perceives as the desired response on the pan of the researcher. The researcher has to be
aware or this possibilil}' (Van Manen, 1990). The researcner must take care nor to lead
the panicipant to answer in any panicular way. t had to be aw.ue of this phenomenon so
that I would not influence the intervie\l.'te$' responses.
One of the difficulties with interView research is it takes time 10 train a person [0
interView properly. The interviewer has to be a very good listener and be able to pick up
on cues. which win provide areas that might be probed a little further. At the same time
the interviewee must be made to feel comfortable at all times (Reinharz. 1992).
I felt competent to conduct these interviews appropriately as I have some
experience in this field. In my posilion as a high school French teacher I intervie.....
students every year and have received training from the Department of Education for
such interviews. In facl, I have participated as a facilitator at a training session for other
teachers. Although this interview experience was different in nature from the research
interviews I conducted for this thesis, my past interview e.'<perience was nonetheless
useful in helping me with appropriate warm up. closure and probing te<:hniques, and with
putting the interviewees al ease throughout the interviews.
As well. in order to prepare myself sufficiently to give these intervieWl I
familiarised myself with the research literature on inlerviewing te<:hniques as a
qualitative research method (Reinharz. 1992; Kvale. 1996: Osborne. 1990). Finally.
before interviewing any of the participants in the study. I conducled a pilot interview 10
field-test my interviewing te<:hniques and the interview guidelines thai I had prepared.
ObscrverBias
When reporting data in grounded theory research. the researcher has to avoid
interpreting the data in such a way as to fit preconceived nOlions. Personal views are not
necessarily corroborated in any stUdy (Kvale. 1996: Osborne, 1990). Osborne suggests
~bracketing". a fonn of ~rigorous sclf-rcflcction- (p. 81) as a means of avoiding this.
Beinga~ of one's vi~'S is very important in being able 10 avoid depending on I1Krn
~n interpreting the data (Osborne. 1990).
In order to comply with INs criterion I remained open to new phenomena. I was
aware of "fun my views on the subject were. having read so much of the research
literature. Throughout the process of collecting. coding and analysing the data. I
conslantly questioned my findings and took care 10 assure that the findings were rooted in
the data. Throughout the coding process I read and reread the data. to assure that the
Ihemes that had emerged had. in fact. originated from the women's words. The analysis
of the data corroborated findings from previous research. However, one significant. new
finding did emerge. There are issues internal to women that help keep the glass ceiling in
place. Finally. once a draft ofthc findings had been prepared, I used a member checking
technique discussed on pages 48-49 to allow the participants to view the findings. This
assured me !hat I had correclly intCTJlfClcd their intentions. and that I was nOI influencing
the analysis in a biased fashion.
Data Anah:sis
Each participant shared her own opinions and experiences. In dala analysis the
researcher hopes lhat ccnain panerns ....i\l emerge (Kvale. 1996). Kvale prescribes the use
of several differenl methods to derive meaning from and to interprel interview data. The
various methods used in this thesis wefC coding and categorising of the data according 10
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the reoccurring themes. member checking to vmfy that the themes found and presented
v..tte those ofthc participants. and triangulation with the CUJTent literaturt and statistics.
According to Strauss (l987). the selection of a core category is crucial in a
grounded theory approach. A core ca1('gory can aa:ount for variations in behaviour
within a study. He provides several criteria for judging which category would best serve
as a core category:
It must be central. thaI is. related to as many other categories and
theirpropenics as is possible.
2. The core category must appear frequently in the data.
3. The core category relales easily 10 other categories.
4. A corc category in a substantive study has clear implications for a
more general theory.
5. As the details of a core category are "'''orkcd out analytically. the
theory moves forward appreciably.
6. The core category allows for building in the maximum '\'ariation to
the analysis. since the researcher is coding in terms of its dimensions.
properties. conditions. consequences, strategies. and so on. (p. 36)
Results are analysed inductively, and theory emerges from data. "Theor)'
developed in this way ~m~rg~s from the bonom up.... from many disparal~ piec~s of
collected evid~nce thai are inlercoM~cted. It is called grounded theory" (Bogdan and
Bikl~n. 1992. p. 31).
1 used Ethnograph 4.0. a comput~r program designed to help code and calegorise
data from qualilativ~ research. Elhnograph 4.0 helped me to familiarise myself ""ith the
"various categories of infonnation that Wtrt noticeable in many of the intervic\\"S.
Ethnograpb 4.0 requites the ~her to visit the data several times in the search of
themes. and to extrae1 data and code it acconiing to those themes.
Ethnograph 4.0 reveaJ~ the follo\\ing categories of information. The women
demonstrated several I:Oncems. such as the discrimination they had encountered. and the
heavy workload involved with the position of vice·principal. They described what the)'
liked or disliked about being administrators. and the difficulties of maintaining a busy
professional life along with a comfonable home life. This was particularly a concern for
Ihe mothers. They discussed the qualifications they held or lacked. and how these had
influenced career decisions. They discussed thejr apprehensions upon accepting their first
administrative position. As well. they indicated ways that they may have unintentionally
limited their own Caretf opcions. The opportunities they spoke of were related to the
people who had been influential in helping them anain their first administrali\'~ position.
their leadership styl~. how they cam~ 10 be appreciated as administrators and how th~ir
~xperi~nc~ as adminiSttatofS has reassured them of their abiliti~ and valu~.
Although these were all valid categories of infonnation to be presented in w
analysis ofth~ data, wre still semted to be som~thing missing. Upon furth~r analysis of
the th~mes. again through rereading the data, re-examining the coding I had compl~ted
\.\ith Ethnograph 4.0, and rewriting the analysis multipl~ tim~, it becam~ ~vident that
th~se cat~gori~s of infonnation originat~d generally from one of two sourc~s. Some of
th~se cat~gori~s were applied to women from ~xtemal sourc~s, whereas oth~rs appeattd
to come from within the wom~n themselves. This, then, the differenc~ between ~xtemal
and internal sources of influence on the opponunilics for these women. became the
central and defining theme of the analysis ofthe data.
Member Checking
In om 10 conflrm my inlCrpretations of the phenomenon I used member
checking (Reinharz. 1992). Member checking is an important qualitative feminist method
to acknowledge in more detail a panicipant's intended message. It adds credence to the
study. Because of the nature of interview research. data have to be examined in close
detail and visited several times; this also reduces the possibility of misinterpretations
(Kvale, 1996). Member checking serves a nwnber of functions:
It allows the evaluator to assess the intent of a given action. It gives the
respondent the chance to correct errors of fact or errors of inlerpretation. It
provides interviewees the chance 10 offer additional information. II puts
the respondenl 'on record' as having said certain things and as having
agreed that the intervie....oer 'got it right'. It allows a chance for the inquirer
to swnmarisc, nol only for the respondent but also as a first step 10....'lU'd
anal)'sis of a given intervie...... It gives the respondenl a chance 10 judge
overall adequacy of the interview itself in addition to providing the
opportunity 10 confirm individual data items. (Guba and Lincoln. 1989. p.
239)
In order to comply with this criterion I sent a summary of each panicipant's
comments and a draft of my inlerpretations to each participant. The panicipants were
given an opportunity to react to the findings and their opinions have been integrated in
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this repon. in both the final analysis of the data and in the conclusions. In facL~ was
little disagreement with my original interp~tioo oCtile data. This confirmed for me that
Jbad understood their intentions and had interpreted their comments appropriately.
Triangulation
According to Guba and Lincoln (1989), triangulation. comparing data derived
from different sources. is an appropriate method of validation for a research study. Webb.
Campbell. Sch.....'lU1Z. and S«hrest (1966) find thaI triangulation is an cffecti\.-c means of
making data credible since if two Of more different measurements confirm an
interpretation the possibility of its misinterpretation is decreased. Lindesmith. Strauss,
and Denzin (1975) describe triangulation as the use of various types of data that point to
che same conclusions. Some appropriate types of data they suggest for an interview stud)'
arc: the Younts a participant uses. the body language a participant unwiningly uses. a
participant's behaviour and life story. Denzin (1970) identifies four types of triangulation:
Theoretical triangulation involves the ~ of several different
pcrspet:tives in the analysis of the same set ofdata.
2. Data triangulation attempts to gather observation \\ith multiple
sampling sllategies...(hs) use insures that a theory is tested in more than
one way. increasing the likelihood thaI negative cases will be uncovered.
3. Investigator triangulation is the usc of more than one observer in
the field situation.
4. Methodological triangulation (involves the usc of multiple
methods). (p. 472)
"According to Guba and Lincoln (1989) "This is the single most crucial le1:hniquc
for establishing credibility .. This process occurs continuously. both during the data
collection and analysis stage. and again., when a nam.tive case study is preparcd- (p.
239). Guba and Lincoln state that -member-<:hc<:king pJ'CICCSKS ought 10 be dedicated to
verifying that the constJUCtions are those that have been offered by the respondenlS. wnile
triangulation should be thought of as referring to cross-checking specific data items of a
factual naturt" (p. 241).
To validate my analysis I used triangulated my findings with the cWTcmliter:lIure
on this topic. current statistics available, and through member checking (Kvale. 1996).
During the interviews I frequently checked to make sure I had properly Wlderstood the
intentions of the statements given by the respondents during the interview itself. As well.
I contacted each of the participants I had interviewed once my initial report of my
findings had been written to sec if their vie'oll'S concurred with those of my research.
Subsequent to the lriangulation and the member checking there was still further analysis
for Ute preparation of the final "ntten docwnent contained in this thesis.
"CHAPTER IV
Analysis aCthe Data
In this chapter there is a brief profile of each of the eight women interviewed to
familiarise the reader 'oVith the: panicipants involved in this study. This is followed by an
analysis of the data gathered from the interviews and the member checking. This analysis
gives insight into the perceptions of these female vice-principals regarding their position
as viet-principals. the process of becoming a woman vice-principal. and their future
aspirations. On different occasions their gender has worked to their advantage or to their
disad\'antage. It appears true that being women has had an effect on their experiences.
The analysis is organised according to lhe categories of infonnation that emerged
from the data collected through the coding procedures facilitated by Ethnograph 4.0. As
was previously indicated my original question 10 the participants examined the barriers
and the opponunilies that exist for women who achieve administrative positions. While
analysing the data it became apparenl that the lerm "barrier" did not appropriately reflect
the participants' view of the obstacles they encountered, as the panicipants have
successfully found ways of overcoming them. Therefore I decided to rename these
categories as negalive and positive influences affecting the opponunities for women in
educational administration.
Upon still funher analysis it became clear that these influences. either negative or
positive. came from one of two soW'Ces; soW'Ces that were external to the participants. or
sources that came from within the women themselves. Therefore the data are divided into
two core categories based on Ihe factors that influenced administrative careers for the
women in this study. Those main categories that emerged during the analysis are the
"external and the intema.l sources that affect the opportunities for \I,oomcn in
administration.
People or factors extemal to the panicipanlS' spherr: of control ha..'c influcnc~
the career decisions of the participants in this study. These influences are coded and
categorised as originating from external sources. as they are cxtema.l to the participants.
The participants. as ....~lt. have influenced their own caretr paths and the opportunities
available 10 them. and these art listed as internal factors. as they come from \\ithin the
participants themselves.
For each of these sources. either external or internaL there are scveral
subcategories of data presented. and these subcategories arc organised according to
whether they exerted a negative or a positive influence on the administrath"c career
opportunities for the participants. lbe negative influences are presented first under each
of the respttti\"c core categories.
Profiles: The Women's Stories
All eight of the participants in this study were female high school vice-principals
in Ne....foundland during the school year 1998-1999. They arc all experienced teachers
and worked in that capacity for at least ten years before accepting their first position as
high school administrator. The names used to represent individual participants arc
fictional in order to prolect their identity.
Abbey is married and docs nOI have any children. She works in a rural selling and
is vice-principal of the school she attended as a child. She has been teaching for more
than ten years. and became depanment head before accepting the responsibilities of vice-
"principal. She was accepted for the position of principal for September 1999. She has
completed a Masters in Education.
Beth is a married mother of three young children. She has been teaching for more
than ten years. and has been department head for several years. She has completed a
Masters in Education and filled in as vice-principal in 1999 in a replacement position in
the school in which she was teaching. She did not continue in the position the following
year, and went back to a position as teacher and department head. She works in an urban
setting.
Cathy has been tcaching for about twenty years. She has been department head
and several years ago ~came vice-principal. She was a single mother of three children
but has recently remarried. She works in a rural setting and has been accepted for the
position of principal for the following year. She is working towards the completion ofa
Masters degree in Education.
Dora is a married mother of two young children. She h.as been teaching for more
than ten years. When she first became vice-principal. she had nOI yel completed her
Masters in Education but has since done so. She is interested in pursuing a position as
principal in the near future. She works in a school with a large student population in a
I'\1l1]I community.
Edna is married with six children. She has been teaching for more than twemy-
five years, and can retire very soon. She works in a rural setting, in the same community
in which she grew up. When she began teaching she had not completed her
undergraduate degrees. She has since done so but has not pursued a Maslers degree.
Frieda has been teaching for m~ than ten years, She is married and has no
children. She has completed a Masters degrtt and is currently the vice-principal of an
urban school, She has not decided what career path she will follow in the ncar future,
Greta has been teaching for more than ten years. She has been department head.
and has held several positions as vice-principal and as interim principal in two schools
within the same rural community. She has not pursued her Masters but is considering
doing so. She is married with one small child.
Hanna has been teaching for more than twenty-five years. When she began
teaching she had not completed her undergraduate degrees. She has since done so and
completed a Masters in Education as well. She completed her graduate work while filling
the role of principal. her first administrative position. She has filled several positions as
principal and recently has taken on the role of vice-principal in a rural communit)'. She
has not married and has no children.
Presentation and AnalYSis ofW pata
External Factors Influencing the Opponunities for Women in Administration
The data indicated w.'O major concerns voiced by the women in this study that
originate from sources extemallo the participants. One category of concerns relates to the
heavy workload required of the position of high school vice-principal and how this heavy
workload impaclS the demands of one's home life, The second concern relates to explicit
gender discrimination encountered by the participants. where they have been led to feel
that others view them as inadequate and inappropriate for certain roles, specifically
"because they are female. Both of these concerns are strongly related to gender
expectations.
1bere are instances as well when other people played a vcry positive role in these
women's administrative careers. Here, tv.'o subcategories of data are explored. Firstly.
there is strong evidence that other people, often men, have recognised and encouraged
these women to become involved with administration. Secondly. since becoming
administrators, these women have noticed a growing appreciation for their presence in
the school and the work mat they do. They feel that although gender discrimination
continues 10 exist, it is becoming counterbalanced by this acceptance of women h.igh
school administrators. The people with whom they work as administrators have come 10
recognise their strengths and value to the school.
External negative influence I: Demands aClhe position.
The data indicated that the greatest concern expressed by the panicipams in this
study was the heavy workload required of the position of vice-principal. This increased
the demands on their time in order to complete the various dUlies inherenl to the position.
All eight of the panicipants commented on workload issue. The six women who work in
rural areas of Newfoundland continue to leach along with fulfilling their olher duties.
Nonetheless, the participants have found ways of dealing with these demands.
Frieda feels there is a strong opinion that anyone would have to be "crazy"
(Seplember 1999) to go into administralion because of the added responsibilities
associated with it She enjoys. however, the fast pace of this job even though she does
find the workload a bit "oppressive" in June.
"The data indicated gender as an important issue with respect to the increased
professional demands when one looks at how these requirements alTeet these "'"Omen's
home lives. They need to rearrange their schedules so thaI they can successfully complete
both home and .....ork-related tasks 10 their own, and to their family's. satisfaction. The
women in this study. in particular the mothers. still accept primary responsibility for
home care and childcare. This leads to a ~double day of work" (Danylewycz. Light. and
Prentice 1987). Dora's husband is the only one who voluntarily accepted more home
duties.
There is just no way in this world to be able to do this \\.ithout my
husband, without the suppon of him. Child care, home things that need 10
be done around home. that kind of fell inla my lap. being Mom. that when
I began my Masters my husband staned assuming those dUlies and has
continued ever since. (Dora. September 1999)
All six of the women who were married at the time they first became vice-
principals have indicated thai their husbands are supportive of their career decisions. and
they are pleased with the level of support they ret:eive. Their husbands "help out" (Edna.
September 1999) al home more than they did before their wives got involved wim
administration. Even as the participants recognise that they still do more at home than
their husband does, and some of mem take me blame for mis. mere is a reluctance to
change. All participants indicated that their family understands their need to devote less
time to them. and more to work.
Five of these women are mothers. and all have found ways of balancing work and
home. This is not always an easy task. One participant was a single mother of three
"children when she accept~ her flfSt position as vic~·princ:ipaJ.and another is a molh~r of
six ch.ildttn. Genetally, they organise their week. so that time is allocated in aI:h'anCc for
various duties. Greta is involved in activities on the weekends with her daughter. and
refuses to begin work in the evnUngs until her child bas gone to slttp. Dora puts asi~
one evmi.ng a week to do her atra schoolwork and her family is aware this is her '"night
OUI" (Seplember 1999). Instead of using her night away from family responsibilities to
relax. she uses it to complete work-related tasks.
Cathy. a single mother of three children, feels she was able 10 take on the role of
vice·principal with its added responsibilities only because her children were of an age
when they were independent. and able to help OUI more at home. This. combined with a
simple lifestyle. has enabled her to satisfy both needs:
I was past my child bearing yean. my children were old enough whcn J
went in to administration to be independent. I don't know that I would
have been able to handle it then. in another situation. I just think it would
have been too much. (Cathy. August 1999)
T"'O women employ housekeepers 10 lake care of their household chores.
Interestingly. they are Abbey and Frieda.. the t\\;o women who are bo!h married and
childless. It would seem thai a household wi!h twO adults and no children would require
less attention than one wi!h children. and !hat !his would be a way of giving those who
are mo!hers needed suppon. Yet. none of !he mothers chose this option as a way of
freeing up extra time. Perhaps this is a financial issue; however. as this topic was not
deal! with in depth. the data were not collecled to corroborate this conclusion.
"With rnpett to financial reward seven.1 participants did indicate thai. if the salary
increase ~'eTe more in line with the added responsibilities. mey feel that more women and
more men ....<Quld be interested in administtation. One woman also indicated that ~ple
might be willing to put mort inlO their jobs if they were appropriately remunerated for it.
Salary is not an incentive 10 ake on an administrative role, as the salary increase is
minimaL "You don't do it for the pay. The pay is no relation at all to the workload"
(Abbey. July 1999).
External negative influence 2: Gender bias against w9mm.
Reynolds and Young (1995) describe gender discrimination as Hcomments and
incidents which make ""-omen feci WJCOmfonable and unwelcome" (p. 22). The data
indicated that most of the women in this stUdy feel thai at some point in their career they
encountered some form of gender discrimination. in that a woman's ability to perform
cenain functions was questioned or her aulhoriry was undermined by another person.
Greta feels that in lhese instances the people involved att often not aware they att
behaving in a sexist manner. ~Irs an tmeOflS(:ious thing- (Grtta, October 1999).
Gender discrimination views .....omen as less capable than men either from a
physical. intellectual. emotional. or behavioural pe1SpC'C1ive. MOSt of the women in this
study cited examples of discriminatory beliefs and behaviours exhibifed towards them by
various stakeholders within the educational framework and at various stages within their
careers as feachers and as administrafors. Some feel they will have fO face this
discrimination again if they wish fO pursue other administrative positions. There were
instances of discrimination from the academic Iiteratutt. school boards. principals. and
"staff. There were times when the \lr"Omen were made 10 feci uncomfortable or less \'alued
and there \lr'efe times when their presence as an adminimalOr seemed 10 contribute 10
feelings ofdisc:omfon on the part ofothers.
Even as teae:hers. previous to becoming involved with adminisuation.
wumen encountered situations that made them fed uncomfonablc. For Dora's first six
years as a teacher she was refmed to as "Junior~ on a regular basis by her then vicc-
principal. even over the public address system in the school. He persisted in this
behaviour even though she indicated 10 him on several occasions that she did not
appreciate it. She feels this behaviour .....as due in large part. bUI nOI exclusively. to the
fact that she was female.
Greta encountered many fonns of discriminatory bamer in the staff room. On one
occasion the discussion centered on a woman y,tIo received a job normally filled by a
man. -A lot orjoking went on about that and irs nonnal. People do not accept a woman
in a position where nonnally a male should have thejob" (Greta. October 1999).
Sometimes women's views Wert WJdervalued. Greta was present many limes in
m~tings when a "..oman·s views went unnoticed until a man brought up the same idea:
r"e been in meetings over the 21 years where women have made
suggestions and they"re not even heard until some man says the exact
same thing. But ir you stopped and said, ~EXCU5C me, did you hear what
happened?~ a 101 or people wouldn't even have seen [noticed} it. (Greta.
October 1999)
The data indicated several instances where male starr members were initially
uncomronable with these remale administrators. Abbey's school, while she was vice-
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principal. amalgamated with another school of a different denominational background.
~ were two male teachers who came to work in her school. Neither tw:I worked with
a woman administrator before. She felt lhat both men initially found it difficult 10 deal
with her as vice-principal. Eventually they came 10 aet:epl her. and one even encouraged
her to try for the position ofprincipal when it became available.
Dora finds it frustrating that staffs arc sometimes not receptive to being told to do
something by a woman. As a new vice-principal she found that some of the male teachers
were initially reluctam to come 10 her when requesting lave. even though evaluating
leave requests was her responsibility. They would avoid her by going to other
administratol'5 or having wir ~ives call in sick for them.
Several panicipants commented on how owrs react to women's behaviour. Greta
finds that men deal more easily with women who are victims and do nOI like to see
women as a threat. For this reason she feels that some women alter their behaviour to fit
what is expected.
You will find a lo! of lima. there are cenain lypcS or male teachers ",110
believe !hal if you're a victim. if you can be perceived as a woman in
distress. a damsel in distress. a leacher ....ito. you know. can come and Cr)'
on their shoulder. then you're really accepted. And if you're the lypc or
person who is determined and strong and on your own, IMn you gel to
become the bitch. So you draw a fine line wt'ten you're working ....ith a
male dominated staff. (Greta, October 1999)
Conversely, when women employ an assertive approach there are a[so difficulties.
Some people may view asserti"enes.s as a negalive characteristic in women. Frieda has
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noticed that men sometimes do not know how to deal with as.scnin women. She has 10
~d~ consciously" (September 1999) withthis~.
There are those who fttl women are less able intellectually to perform. the role of
school administrator. As a Masters student. Hanna found articles in educational joumals
that stated. thaI women are not appropriate for administration because they aR
menopausal at that stage in their careers. These articles concluded for that reason thaI
women are unable to make good decisions. She ~members being shocked at the time and
quite concerned that educated people would believe and promote this idea.
Edna had an unpleasant experience with one of the male principals she worked
with as vicc-principaL She feil he did nOI have confidence in her since she was a woman.
She found it very difficull to work with him.•" always feil that my opinions didn't count
because I was a woman. that everything could be done more quickly by a man" (Edna.
September 1999). She thinks rural Newfoundland needs to sec more women in positions
of authority as a way ofcounteracting this belief.
I think. especially in rural N~\\.foundland. thai guys ha\'e 10 learn that w~
are individuals and that a woman doing a job is just as importam as a man
doing a job. Th~ k~y is that th~ job is well done no matter who does it.
And I think 100. in rural NewfOlmdland. guys need a shak~ up. Maybe
som~ of the girls need a shake up too. to ~a1i~ thai yes......omen can do
things. (Edna. S~ptember 1999)
Some of the .....omen in this study feel that being a .....oman has had a negati\'e
~ffeci on hiring practices as they .....ere ask~d questions during intervi~ws that they feel
"'{ould not hav~ been asked to a man. Greta was twice asked in job interviews for a \'ice·
"principal position ifshc thought."as a mother". that she ,",,'QuId have the time to devOlc to
the position.
There is evidmce thai some PCO,HC see women as physically inferior as well. In
1999 Dora's principal did not want to hire a pregnanl woman for a teaching position.
although he believed she was ideal for the job. He did not think about the long'lrnn
benefits she would bring to the staff. He only considcml the diSnJptions her matmUlY
leave ""'Quid cause.
This gender discrimination can exist at each step in career advancement. Several
of the participants indicated that they felt that women are b«oming accepted as
appropriate for the role of vice-principal, but not for other higher administrative
positions. Dora believes thai the fact that she is female is a reason she did not gel a
posilion as principal that she applied for. The position was given to a man who had been
a vice-principal for a longer period of time than she had been. She was laid he had not
done anything during his career to ",,;man! nol getting this position. and that he was mo~
or less owed the position. She thinks school boards are still very traditional in nature. and
are not risk takers. "They are unlikely to hi~ someone less conventional for the position of
principal.
I still believe that the principal positions for high school are still narro.....I~·
focused. j call it being a member of the boys' club, and what I mean the~
is that men are supposed (0 have the finnness and the stability (0 deal \\ith
high school students. (Dora. September 1999)
Cathy is distressed about the low nwnbers of women in administration. She feels
that the school board. the govemment. and the trustees have a ttaditional view of the role
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of women in education. '" think in some instances it presents an opportunity and I think
in some instances it presents barriers because there is a traditionalist view held by some
people in administration as to the role of women" (Cathy, August 1999). This view. she
feels. is held by fewer and fe....-er people all the time. but nonetheless she feels there is
still a preference for men at the school board level.
As well, the data indicated several instances of the concern of reverse
discrimination. Some participants fcar thaI others attribute a woman's success in attaining
an administrative position 10 the fact thaI she is female. and nOl be1:ause she is qualified.
There is the belief that school boards are under pressure 10 hire more women as a means
of balancing the numbers. Once. a male competitor for a vice-principal position told
Greta she would probably gel the job over him because she was a woman. She did. in
faci. gCI that position.
Beth felt very differently about this topic than the other participants. There is
evidence that gender discrimination does not have to be exhibited by one sex towards
another. Women can doubt others women's abilities just as men can,
I cannot ever say that men have stood in my way. I found them supportive.
showed me respect. !f t"ere was the odd individual that ,....as the odd
individual. I've probably had as many or more females that have been
difficult than males. (Beth. August 1999)
Although Beth stressed that she thought that bom men and women were equally
competent, she was aware that the facl she was female mighl make a difference in the
.....-ay others, both male and female. perceived her. "But in part, 100, I think one reason I
...
\\'aIlled to go on and do some administrative work as a female, is I wanted. pan of me
wanled to show that women can do it" (Beth. August 1999).
To summarise. most aCthe panicipants are very aware of discriminator;' practices
and actively strive 10 decrease them. Others recognise that these practices exist but feel
they have not personally suffered from them.
External oositive influence I: Recognition and encouragement.
The data indicated that all of the women in this study held strong Qualifications
for the position of vice·principal. They had each at least len years of teaching experience
and had completed their W'ldergraduate degrees. some wltile working full time. Several
had graduate degrees as well. Four panicipams held head of department positions before
accepting their first vice-principal position and thus had some leadership experience
....ithin lhe school system. Several were involved with volunteer associations within their
school or community and held leadership roles within these organisations.
This preparation appeared to be crucial. as many of these women decided (0 seek
their initial administrative position only after first being recognised and encouraged by
others to do so. This encouragement came from various sources. Several women were
encouraged by other professionals to seek administrative positions. Dora decided 10 begin
a Masters in Education with a view 10 seeking positions in administration at the
encouragemenl of both her principal and her husband.
Cathy was asked by her principal 10 apply for a head of depanmenl position even
though she had only been employed there for a couple of years. She was also one of only
{\.\lJ women on staff at that lime. Because of this there was. at least initially. some
"resistance to her appointment by some staff members. As time pass~ she came (0 be
appreciated by the staff and was even encouraged by them and the administration to
apply for the vice-principal position. "I had no intention of being an administrator. I still
don't have any intentions of being an administrator. but here I am" (Cathy, August 1999).
Frieda applied for her first position at the suggestion of colleagues. They thought
she would find it enjoyable working with the principal in the school in which the vice-
principal position was advertised. They were correct in that asswnption.
II\ad zero intention of applying for an administration job. zero! Until [the
position) where I presently am opened [for application]. And my
colleague. wno is so well regarded. somebody spoke to me about this
position and said. 'You know what? You ;;hould consider that.' (Frieda.
September 1999)
Hanna did not even apply for her first position. She was approached and asked to
take a position as principal. Initially, she was tentative about accepting this position, and
stated so:
So I just said to them. "Look. under these conditions I will take it: thaI it
will be good for me, personally, good for the students, good for the staff.
And ifal the end of that year even ifil had been good for me but not good
for those [othersJ, you know, I don't see how one could have worked
withoUI the other. (Oclober, 1999)
It is dear that if some of these women had not first been recognised as valuable
and capable by other people they would never have sought a career in administration.
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External positive influence 2: Appreciation for women"s leadership Styles.
As much as the women in this study feel that gender bias against women still
exists, they are confident there is a growing appreciation for women in administrative
positions and the data suppons this. All eight of the participants were tLired for the first
administrative position for which they applied. It appeared to participants that society is
changing in a way that is advantageous 10 women. and they feel that women should lake
advantage of it. Cathy agrees with Beth that women have to create opportunities fOT
themselves and fOT other women. As evidence of their success. although some of the
women in this study initially encountered some discomfon with certain staff members, aU
of them came to be appreciated very much.
Cathy refers to the leadership literature of the mid-nineties and how it is
"reflective of typical female thinking" (August 1999). She thinks boards are more
[olv.ard thinking now and are aware of this trend. The panicipanlS gave evidence that
central office staff, school staff. and studenlS appreciate female vice-principals.
Dora does not think that telling someone to perfonn a task is the ~St way of
getting that person's participation. She prefers a more collaborative approach, and it
turned out that the staff she worked ....ilh did as well. There seems to be a preference for
female administrators by some staff members. Dora spoke of how the staff. in particular
the women. appreciate having her there and tell her so;
I think that's the most gratifying thing that I have experienced, is that
teachers have said to me time and time again, "You know, JUSt having you
there", especially other female teachers have said that (0 me. They feel
very, \'ery positive about coming and approaching me about issues. The
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females will use me. I guess mon: so than the males. but some of the
males do as ....-ell. to approach the principal. (Dora, $q)Iember 1999)
Grrta has notic:ed similar things and has often been called upon to diffuse
situations in the office. She seems 10 be bcner able 10 deal with some of the more
sensitive issues. She thinks ""omen can build rappon more ~ily with others than men
can. Cathy thinks men are mon: apt to listen to women.
Hanna.. 100. has a very collaborative style. She respects those who work with her.
and when she was a principal the staff worked very much as a tcam. The staff also liked
the fact that she acted upon their needs. She felt it was an advantage in her first
principa1ship. The staff had experienced some problems with the principal before her.
When she arrived she ~ponded by giving them all keys to the building. thus giving them
a sense ofo'¥\nenhip and trust.
She also provided space for the vice-principal in her office and they really worked
as a team. Previously his desk: was in the main office next 10 the S«tewy's. She thinks
thaI sometimes vice-principals an: not valued by the principal. and are almost seen as
tokens. Her decisions made pccple fed very good about ,",'Orking with her.
For Frieda. she and her principal have monthJy planning sessions and she includes
her staff when she speaks of the team. Her language appears inclusive and collaborative.
Schools house both male and female students. The data indicated that most of the
panicipants are of the opinion thai schools should therefore be managed by both males
and females. According to the participants. students. like staff. appreciate having a
woman in administration. The dynamics of inleraction wilh a female administrator appear
to differ from those with a male administrator.
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I also think that being a woman has advantages inherently for students.
And Ilhink there's a large pressure that comes from the student body to
have a woman in place in administration. so thaI they have somebody that
they can tum to and that there's a woman's view \\ith regards to policies
that are established in the school. I think the entire student body because at
a level. especially around teenage boys, I found that there's this male
macho image that has to be maintained. and sometimes thaI's very much
challenged by a male administrator. It's easier for a boy 10 come in my
office and say 'rm feeling hurt. rm feeling upset or I don't like whafs
happening', than it is for him to come in and say it to a male administrator
who would say 'get your aCI together' or 'grow up..•. (Cathy. August
1999)
Several of the women received encouragement from their commWlity or staff
since they began their administrative careers. This seems to be a strong indicator that
their work is appreciated. Abbey, Cathy and Greta were encouraged by the community to
apply for a principal position when it became available. Abbey was further encouraged
by the fact that three people from her staff applied to become the vice.principal to work
..,..ith her once she got the position as principal. The principal with whom Beth worked as
a vice·principal offered to give her a recommendation and to mentor her for future
administrative roles.
'Three panicipants think the central office staff feels pressure to hire more women
to try to balance the numbers. Cathy feels being a woman can lead to advantages since
females are in the minority statistically so there is a lot of pressure for central office to
"hire more. "1 think that the fact that I'm a woman. and statistically women are in the
minority. and the urge is to hire more women. I think thars a distinct advantage" (Cathy.
August 1999).
Dora believes that being a woman gave her an edge in gening the position she
currently holds. She thinks her employer was looking for a woman since men occupied
Ihc other two administrative positions in her school. She thinks her school hoard \Oo-'3f\ted a
balance.
Greta recognises a danger in this practice. She fears lhal because women are so
few in number. and because school boards are under pressure to bring those numbers up.
that women may be hired as tokens. She fears some of these women may be less
qualified. do a poor job. and make it more difficult for other women in the long run. She
does not believe in a person gening a job based solely on gender. and fears thai
perception is still very much alive.
I'm a person who believes totally in equality, but I don't believe in women
gening positions that they are not qualified for. Sometimes that works
against women who are trying Ito become employed} in a field that there's
not as many women in. ~ause sometimes people will look al it and say.
"Oh well, you're the token women. Or you're here because we have 10
have a woman and ... we'll tolerate you but we won't accept you." And
so somelimes women have got positions where they've done a very bad
job. and that becomes a blanket for every body. (Greta. October 1999)
Abbey's school board has a female Assistant Director whom she feels mighl want
to see the numbers of women in administration increased. That said, she would not like 10
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think she got the job of vice·principal based on gender alone. She thinks her school board
would not be prc:s.sured to balance the numbers and would hire the best~n for the job.
male or female.
Edna feels thai several women have proven themselves and arc leading the way
for others. "Just looking at ouro....n board they've been very. very good. We have quilt a
few 'Ao"Omen principals and good women principals too. There"s some \'ery. "cry sa...~·
girls around the table" (Edna. September 1999).
Greta. like Abbey. r~1s that retirements are on lhe rise. The time is right for
competent young .....omen to apply and prove themselves. The principal is no longer the
person who hires. The central office staff makes this decision and they are begiMing to
push for more "-omen. She thinks that successful women have opened the eyes of~
in a position to hire women.
lAte-mal factors Infhgncing the Opponunities for Women in Administration
These women played a role in their 0'0\011 career development as well. These
internal factors often deall.l.ith emotions regarding career and family life. and how these
feelings affei:t decision making. Some intemal factors influence these women to",-ards
creating career opportunities. and others influence them to limit their career
opportunities.
The data suppon three categories of information which demonstrate the role thaI
the panicipants had in limiting their own career choices. The subcategories of factors
intemal to the women in this study that exert a negative influence on their career path as
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administrators are role conflict. professional relational dilemmas. and a lack of sel£-
confidence.
Finally. there are two categories of internal factors presented .....hich demonstrate
how women influence their cartu in administration in a positive direction. These are the
qualifications thaI these women have. and the stlf·assurance that they have gained
through their caree~ as administrators. They are very confident thai they are effective
and reliable high school administrators.
Internal negative influence 1: Role conflict.
The demanding "'..ork: schedule requires Ihesc: ....~men (0 rearrange their home
li\~ in order to accommodate their professional responsibilities. The data indicates that
all afme participants have ~n able 10 accomplish this balance but some oflhem are nOI
entirely comfortable ....ith the accommodations they have had to make. The women in this
study could be considered groundbreakers since they work in a male dominated field.
They still. however. have a tendency to viev.- housework and childcare as primarily the
responsibilities of womt:n. panicularly so with childcate.
Tht: reluctance 10 pass on childcare responsibililies was t:videnl as il creatt:d
feelings ofrcgret or guill for some of the panicipants. Gma regrets the aclivities that she
cannot do "ith her child. Ht:r husband does lh~ for Greta. bUI sht: would ideally likt: 10
have the lime to do them herself wit~ her child. She views thest: as "missed
opponunities" (October 1999). Dora wonders if the lime she spenl away at study in
preparation for an administrative career may have had an adverse dTect on her daughter.
"Wt: wenl through rough times. We still do. My daughter is nine years old and there art
"moments even now where certain emotions thai she goes through, I wonder if it is
because of my not always being there" (Dora, September 1999).
The participants continue to sec the man's role as one of assistant. even when it
comes to menial housework chores. The women see the housework as their role and their
husbands as helpers. Several feel women create this perception. by trying to do too much
at home, and not lening their husband help out enough. This can lead to burnout. Edna. a
mother of six. feels that men would be willing to do more if they were asked. If this is so.
women~ at least partly to blame for this obstacle.
He does alai of things. But I always feel that maybe it's us as women, or
it's Newfoundland or whatever. There are still certain things that are kind
of yours. It's not that they [men] won't do them. It's that it would never
occur 10 them to do it. But my husband has been very, very good because
he couldn't boil water when we got married, so he's come a long way,
believe me. Like. he'll do the dishes. That kind of thing, right. and take
out something for supper but sometimes he's not home to start. Usually
now we've got kind of an understanding who ever gets home first starts
supper, (Edna. September 1999)
Several of the participants are concerned about whether they are able to perform
both work related and home related tasks 10 their own, and to their husbands' satisfaction.
Beth cautioned that today it is common for both partners in a marriage to have careers.
She praised modem husbands and modem marriages and feels that men have helped
women in this respect. Although she feels women have more career opportunities than
ever, and credits men as instrumental in the creation of these opportunities for women,
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she thinks that women should plan their careers in advance and talk this over .....ith their
panner early in the relationship. I coded this as a gendered view of a woman's career
development. Beth feels thai women have to make sure that the home is taken care of
adequately before they can feel comfortable taking on additional work related duties.
Rather than looking at women having to make decisions do they want a
family or a career.. J think you JUSt have to work things oul with your
mate in life. To say. 'Look. I want the mosl for you and you wan! the most
for me: As long as men can recognise thaI they have a very responsible
home and children [sic}. it's no more an obstacle for a woman to put
something into her job than for a man. (Beth. August 1999)
That said, Beth feels that women sometimes will work harder than men to make
sure that both roies are completed to their own satisfaction.
Some women administrators may sort of have to work harder than men,
and I think you need patience to have a family. Because you have a lot of
responsibilily at work and then you have to come home to a 101 of
responsibility in your home. And women, by nature, they're are going to
do both equally well. They're not going 10 let one slide for the other.
(Beth, August 1999)
Cathy, Hanna, and Beth find thaI because of family commiunents, women may
wait longer than men to pursue career advancements. In Beth's opinion men can put off
having a family and put more into their careers at an earlier age, and women cannol do
the same. Cathy, as well, feels that women want to wait until their children have reached
a more independenl age before taking on outside responsibililies. which y,.ill detract from
time nonnally devoted 10 family.
Several of !he women in this study commenled that they believe having a family
has been an obstacle keeping other women from applying for administrative positions.
The women I interviewed are comfonable that !heir own home lives are manageable.
even though they may have some regrets related to time spent away from their children;
however, they question whether other women would be able to accepl as much
responsibility. Abbey, who has no children, expressed this view; "I think that part of the
reason thai there are fewer female adminisualors is that they have so much other
responsibilities with children and things. I'm not sure how they could do if' (July 1999). [
interpret this dichotomy in IWO ways. These women either view their own home
situalions as more favourable than those of other women, or they see other women as less
willing or able to accept such an increased workload. They possibly see themselves as
more fortunate or more able than the average woman.
It is clear, however, that the women in this study did have to make concessions to
their home life and seek out help from their husbands thaI under other circumstances they
might not have done. "I'm sure males. men do as weU, bUI .. running a household and
the home work. those things lend 10 be. you know. sort of your duties as a woman"
(Greta, October 1999).
As for the married women who are not molhers, there is strong evidence of a
tendency to view housework as the role of a woman. Abbey and Frieda have
housekeepers to help free up their time for other activities. Abbey views her home
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siruation as comparable to that of a married man who has his ~ife take care of all the
household responsibilities.
I don't have to do any of that and then during the week I eal with my mom
so I don't even cook any meals. I don't do anything. rye likened it to
being a man whose wife doesn'{ work. And I looked at some of the
principals that I had then (when I was in school) and their wives stayed
home and looked after them. and took care of all of those other things.
And I see now how it was possible for them to put in the lime because
they didn't have any of these other responsibilities. (Abbey. July 1999)
Role conflict was evident in a more subtle and subconscious manner with respect
to career planning. or rather. the lack of career planning undertaken by the participants.
Most of these women were not involved in professional promotional activities at all.
Mo..! of them indicated that they did nOI rejeci such a possibility but that family and
convenience were more important than pursuing a career in administration. They did not
consider this career move until the appropriate position became available to them in their
community or in their school and mey were encouraged to take it. In this way there was
lillie disruption to their life. no need to change schools or communities. There seems to
be little desire on the part of most participants. in particular the mothers. to go hunting for
an administrative position that would require a move to another communit}'. These
women limited their career choices to the number of positions that become available in
their town. and in rural Newfoundland those are few.
Six of these women work in or very near the community where they grew up.
Four are working in schools they attended as students. and administer staffs who were
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former tcachers of lheirs. Only three out of lhe tolal. betame administrators for the first
lime in schools in which they were not leaching at that time. With four participants. the
vice-principal position came up in the school in which they weu working. Otherwise
they might not nave sought out a position. They found this situation helpful since they did
not have the added stress of going imo a school they were unfamiliar with. They felt they
had already proven themselves as educators in these schools. Of these four. three had
been approached by the administration about applying for the job.
Beth is the only participant who has gone back to being a teacher. She was in a
non·pennanent position thaI was filled through redundancies within her board. The
position was nol advertised. and she had no opponunity to reapply for it. She indicated
she would have continued in this position if she had been given the opportunity but was
not interested in pursuing a career in administration enough to move to a different school
at that time. This is further evidence that some of the panicipants limit their own
opportUnities by oot applying for positions outside of their current school or district.
Four of the other women have since moved into other positions. sometimes in
other schools but within the same school district. They, however, had the advantage of
having maintained their first positions longer and moved by their own choice when the)'
were ready. These women have become more ambitious and career oriented since their
initial success in administration. Interestingly, two of these women have no children, and
the fourth is very interested in finding a posilion as principal, as long as it is still within
her current school district. The women who were mothers in this study moved to other
schools less often than those without children..
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Hanna is the only woman who made no mention of the eff~t the added duties of
vice-principal had on her home life as a concern. She is also the only participant who is
neither married. nor has any children. Her home life is independent of others and of their
opinions. Throughout her entire career in education she has moved frequenlly to various
parts of the province. This leads me to conclude that at least a part of the concern the
other women experienced is based on limiting disruptions to the lives of their family
members.
The responsibilities required for the position of vice-principal represent a
significant concern. Women question whether they are capable of handling both their
home and work related duties to a level that would meet nol only their satisfaction. but
also that of their partner and their children. Most mamed women with children feel they
have 10 ask their husbands to accept a larger role at home. and therefore should have his
blessing to take on this job. This can lead to feelings of guilt. They also appear reluctant
to move to seek employmem in other communities as this may require even further
disruption to the family home.
Internal negative influence 2: Professional relational dilemmas.
Almost all of the women enjoyed the position of vice-principal. despite the
workload. and felt they were doing welL Nonetheless, the data indicated several
responsibilities or qualities associated with the vice·principal position that some of the
women found distasteful. and often these centred on imerpersonal issues.
Effective teamwork with the principal is one of the areas all the women seemed to
feel was important. Cathy thinks the vice·principal position is an excellem preparation for
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the position as principal. especially if one works closely with the principal. Beth agrees
that the vice-principal position is a stepping stone to thai of principal. Greta feels it is the
only way to know whal the job entails as there does not seem 10 be any fixed job
description for either position.
All seven of the women wno staned their administrative careers as vice-principal
had excellent relationships with at least one principal. Frieda enjoys such a strong
working relationship with her current principal that it could impact on her career decision
a few years from now. She is aware that her principal will retire then and this is a factor
to be considered in determining whether she will continue to work in this school. and in
whslcapacilY·
Conversely. working with a principal with whom these women do nOI gCI along is
stressful. The data indicated several instances of this. Hanna began her administrative
career as a principal. and this is her first assignment as a vice-principal. She finds the role
of vice-principal less appealing, since she feels her views are not always welcomed by
the principal with whom she works. Hanna enjoyed the "power" associated ....ith the
position of principal. Edna worked with a man who felt she was less capable because she
was a woman, and their relationship deteriorated to directives on paper. Cathy. as well,
worked with a man who, because of a family illness. was not able to properly fulfil his
duties. This left her having to take on a larger role than she had expected. This was
difficult because she was handling the responsibilities of both the vice-principal and the
principal during his absence. Interpersonal conflict with one's closest colleague. the
principal, can create stress and tension.
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Several women mentioned the difficulty of dealing with so many stakeholders
within the school communicy and the community al large. As a teacher. one has a 101 of
control as to the outcomes and activities on any given day. With the role of vice-principal
there is the potential for some difficult imerpersonal situations and decisions. Frieda finds
there is a certain amount of mediating and "uncertainty of outcomes" (September \999)
v.ithherrole.
For a period of time Greta was employed as a vice-principal in a joint school. a
school that was in the process of amalgamating two denominations. During this time the
students of both denominations were combined in the one school building for the first
lime in this conununilY. In order to facilitate this process. administrato~ of each
denomination were hired to represent the needs of the their respective clientele. Although
her position was thai of vice-principal, some members of the conununity, and in fact, her
school board. treated her as if she was the principal for the students from that school
board. and this cause<:! some tension with the principal of that school.
Beth noted that the vice·principal's office is often where parents and teachers
come to vent their frustrations, Edna finds it difficull when a teacher and a student arc in
dispute. and she fetls that the teacher is \~Tong. Cathy indicated her most difficult
moment was dealing with a hostile community organisation with respect to a school
policy. It appears these women dislike the potential interpersonal conflict arising from
this position.
There were also some specific duties that certain women do not like. Beth finds
the vice-principal position less enjoyable than that of depanment head. Some tasks make
her feel more a "facilitator of the process of education" than an "educator" (August
so
1999). She \'Rlues very much the role of helping ~ople develop and finds there is little
opportunity for assisting human development in her particular position. Conversely.
others, such as Dora. Edna. and Cathy. find the opposite to be true. They feel that there
are many opponunilies to help leachers and students in this position. Edna and Frieda
find the constant phone calls at home disruptive to their private lives.
Frieda spoke of another negative emotional aspect of the position. She misses the
anonymity of being a teacher. She finds the position vel)' isolating since she cannot
confide in any of the staff and she cannot be perceived to give preferential treatment to
any member of the staff. No matter how hectic it gets she must appear to be energetic and
resourceful.
There's a sense of isolation when you move into administration . .1 feel. no
matter how you dice it or slice it you can't be a friend in the same way that
you can be a supponive friend when you're a teacher with a leacher. And
be always the sole of discretion and professional. The only person with
whom you can ever speak is your colleague. (Frieda, September 1999)
As vice-principal women may have to accept some roles that they would perceive
as undesirable, and in return for such will receive very little in financial compensation.
This, combined with a much increased workload, could make becoming a vice-principal a
challenge that some women would not want to accept.
Internal negative influence): Initial lack ofself-confidence.
One effect of gender discrimination is that it can be internalised and can serve to
undermine the self-confidence of some women, leading them to believe they are
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unsuitable for cenain roles and leading them to question their own ability. As the women
in this study have now proven themselves to be effective administrators they are very
confident in their abilities. Ini[jaHy. however. when accepting their first administrative
position, a couple of them wondered how others would perceive them in this role. and
this led them to be somewhat apprehensive.
Hanna did not seek her first position as an administrator. She was asked to take on
a position as principal. She was reluctant and agreed 10 take the position conditionally. If
after the first year of service as principal she felt that either she or the other stakeholders
were not satisfied wilh her work she would resign and return to teaching. She was
apprehensive even though she had about six months to prepare herself psychologically
for the role. She made sure that when she began she looked the pan. and hoped the inside
would match the outside. She lried to look as confidenl as she could, and fell it was an aCI
thaI she put on. "I looked the pan ... new briefcase. 1 had a big smile on my face and 1
remember saying. 'Well you know. if I can pull it 01T I'm going 10 be good'" (Hanna.
October 1999).
Dora as well spoke of a process of assurance that she was "doing things right"
(Dora. September t999) as a teacher. When she had been teadting for seven years she
was asked to anend a conference by her principal. and this conference confirmed for her
that she was using appropriate suategies in the classroom.
This incident reassured her as a teacher. but she still had reservations about how
she would be perceived as an administrator when she filled her first position as vice-
principal some years later. She wondered if others would perceive her as not having the
appropriate skills to be an effective leader. Dora prefers a more collaborative.
"consultative approach to administration. where other people's views are valued. She had
found this skill 10 be lack..ing in many of the male administrators with whom she had
previously worked. Dora feared she would not be perceived as finn enough as an
administrator because of her leadership style. and that lhis. in tum. would create
difficulties for her:
So my fear was that I would be too easy. and not finn enough. That I
would be perceived as, yes. and that I WQuid nOI be able 10 actually gel
things done. (Dora. September 1999)
Greta thinks women are easily intimidated. She thinks that it is a man's world.
and it takes women longer to get accustomed to the idea of being an administrator. In
rural Newfoundland. staffs appear to be male dominated. Greta has never known a staff
to have more than three women employed at any time. This. along with gender
discrimination. can explain why it seems to take women longer to view themselves as
appropriate for administrative roles:
In the high school. you have very few women teachers. So, I think you
kind of take a little while. Men don't really appreciate seeing women in
their workforce as a threat and I think it takes a while for women in that
environment. you kind of feel your way around. And men are so used to
doing things a cenain way, or there's safely in nwnbers I suppose, thai
you don't see that much of [female] leadership, so it takes a while. (Greta.
October 1999)
Both Hanna and Greta feel thai capable women do not apply because they lack
self-confidence and do not believe in their own abilities. Hanna told a story of a woman
who thought she was not intelligent enough at the beginning of her career to leach high
school. Hanna convincm her that she ....'as. and she ~t on to become a high school
teacher, subseq~tly. she has since gone into administration.
ScveraI .....omen feel thai their fil'Sl positions ...."ere opportw'le for any number of
reasons. "I was lucky. I think the right set of circumstances happened to me and I think it
was just the right thing at the time. All of the stars .....ere in the right place- (Cathy.
August 1999). They fell the time was right .....hen the appropriate position appeared. and
many of them had been encouraged by an outsider to seek that first position. It seems
they do not want to take credit for their qualifications. to acknowledge the value they
were able to bring to their first administrative posilion.
Without the encouragement five of these women received they feel they would
never have taken the initiative to apply for their first administrative position. Some of
them indicated that the idea of getting involved with administration would never have
occurred to them on their o.....n. They had not considered such a carttr move. They .....ere
certainly qualified. and recognised as so by people who .....ere in a position 10 promote
them. This encouragement was an integral first step for these women to break through the
glass ceiling as without it they might not have rttognised their potential as administrators
on their own. This inability to see their potential is a negative factor.
Hanna thinks men art more likely than women to apply for a position before they
are sure they are qualified. She feels that .....omen wait unlil they are overqualified to
apply. The behaviour of some .....omen in this study tends to support Hanna's theory.
There is evidence that lite No'O who had not begun a Masters degree let that deter
litem from pursuing administrative positions. Edna put off applying for an administrative
position for some time as she assumed not having a Masters degree would discredit her.
Greta feels a Masters degree will be important but not necessary. if she intends to
pursue a promotion. She is well appreciated and recognised for her abilities by both her
staffand her community, and she. herself. is confident in her own abilities. She thinks she
would get a job as principal ....,'ithout the degree, but is concerned that some people would
think she got the job of principal because she was a woman if she did not hold the proper
paper qualifications. This could very well happen if other candidates had their Masters
degree.
Beth. who has gone back to teaching, will continue in the meantime to seek
opportunities, such as comminee ....'ork. 10 self improve. She believes strongly in personal
and professional development. In this way other people would not be able to say she got
the position because she was a woman. All three of these women were recognised by
their community or their principal as very capable leaders. but it seems they feel the need
to prepare themselves even bener before applying for administrative positions.
The gender discrimination experienced by some of the participants in this study
appears to have been internalised causing some of these women to doubt lheir 0....11
abilities. For these women these negative feelings disappeared once they achieved
Internal positive influence I: Qualifications.
"These "'omen are responsible for preparing themselves to such a degree that their
accomplisrunents and WOM were recognisable 10 others. These women were very
qualified for the positions they filled. and no doubt. this was a determining factor in the
opportunities available to them. The data indicated however. that most of these women
were not pursuing educational or professional qualifications with a view to a career in
administration. These women were instrumental in creating their own opportunity.
intentionally or not. They had varying combinations of work. educational. and vohmleer
or committee experience. As well. when these ....,omen were recognised by others it
generated a feeling a pride and was the catalyst for a career change they all indicate they
have enjoyed.
As vice-principal. one deals extensively with the student body. Therefore. Abbey
and Frieda feel the best preparation one can have to become an effective administrator is
to be a motivated. capable and qualified teacher. With respect to work h.istOl'Y. all eight of
these women were very experienced teachers at the time they first became vice-
principals.....ith at least ten years teaching experience. Four of these women. Abbey.
Beth. Cathy and Greta. were recognised as department heads before they became vice-
principals. In this respeci they were lead teachers.
Previous to becoming administrators all of these women were very involved with
after school activities as volunteers. No doubt this work demonstrated their interest in
educalion and in the students. II may have also demonstrated some leadership qualities.
Some have chaired comrninees. some have worked ....ith students with after school
groups. and some have been involved with committees at the school board or Depanment
of Education. Several of them have worked with School Improvement Comrninees and
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obviously were interested in effecting change within their school. Cathy spoke of how
geaing involved with "fundamenlal activities within the school invites you into a level of
administration" (August 1999).
Some are involved with organisations outside of the school as well. and would
therefore be considered concerned cilizens by the community. Dora is involved al both
the regional and provincial level wilh a service organisation. and Edna was
Newfoundland's representative to a national woman's association. as their president. She
thinks this work helped her get her administrative position in lieu of having a Masters
degree. Grela is involved with an organisation for children with special needs. Many of
these women have indicated they will continue to do this kind of work in the future.
All eight of these women have committed themselves to funhering their own
education since they became teachers. Cathy. Edna and Hanna began teaching before
they had completed their undergraduate degrees. but have since completed these degrees
while teaching. Five of them have completed a Masters degree. and one other is in the
process of doing so.
Of the eight panicipants. only Greta.. Dora and Abbey actively sought their first
administrative position. Of those who have done their Masters. only Dora and Abbey did
so with the intention of seeking administrative positions. Both of these women are
ambitious and also aspire to be principals. Abbey began work in thai capacity after her
participation in this study.
The other participants insist thai very linle of their experience was gained with the
intent 10 build their resumes for future administrative positions. They were simply
pursuing their 0\\11 interests. In fact, several stated that they had no desire or intention to
seek administrative positions. and therefore were not engaged in resume building with all
of their volunteer activities.
Internal positive influence 2: Sdf·assurance through experience.
Although some of the panicipants experienced some apprehension upon accepting
their first administrative position, through their experiences as vice-principal they have
come to view their own leadership styles as both appropriate and effective. All eight
panicipants are confident in their own abilities as administrators and in the abilities of
women in general.
Cathy and Greta believe women are more suited to educational administration
than men are. Cathy recognises her strengths. such as being an astute learner and having
the interpersonal skills necessary for effective leadership. She feels that the traditional
male style of administration is not appropriate for education. Cathy feels her "non
traditional. ameliorative" style has served her well in difficult situations. "I also think that
the nature of women is more conducive to a less structured administrative style and I
think that that's important in education and the amenities..that's an advantage. Just the
fact that you are a woman" (Cathy. August 1999).
Dora learned from previous male administrators how she did not want to behave
asavice-principai:
One of the things that I had observed in administrators over the years is
lhe people skills of administrators. An administrator in a school sometimes
has to have people do things a cenain way at a certain time. I would
observe an administrator tell a person. "You have to do this. I don't care
as
whether you really want to or not. It has to get done". And I would look
back on thai and say, "Well, that particular thing didn't need to be dealt
with that way". (Dora, September 1999)
She found that this type of leadersh.ip strategy served 10 antagonise the teacher.
She felt that other strategies. such demonstrating 10 the teacher the benefits to the school
if they complied and did as they wefC asked. would achieve bener results.
Beth maintains that although there are differences between the sexes' style. one is
not bener than the olher is. She thinks "..omen have a tendency to be more refleetive
about decisions they have made. She feels this is a good thing in thaI they are always
looking for ways to improve upon situations or to treat a given situation bener should it
arise again. She sees women as conscientious workers and some of them rna)' have 10
work harder than men do:
Because they [women] are usually fairly conscientious. Some women
administralors may son of have to work harder than men, and I think you
need patience to have a family. Because you have a lot of responsibili~'at
work and then you have to come home to a lot of responsibility in your
home and I mean women by narurc, that they're are going to do both
equally well. They're not going to let one slide for the other. So I think a
woman in an administrative position, I think personally, puts a lot more
energy into it as the benerorganizer. (Beth, July 1999)
Several of the women from rural Newfoundland spoke of how few women were
on their staff. These women are steeped in a male dominated enviroMlent and
surrounded by men's ways of thinking and doing. II would take longer, as Greta says. for
women to realise that they could perform certain functions. such as adminisualion. Greta
thinks women should network more and that this is a way of combatting the "Old Boys'
Club" mentality (October 1999), where men hire those who are similar 10 them: other
Greta decided to get involved because she felt she was a strong woman. had had
good teaching experience. and thoughl it was time for a strong woman 10 get involved.
She had always taught on staffs where there had been very few women. but ~he felt she
was "one of the boys". She had developed her self-confidence sufficiently, and was ready
to become a change agent. Her staff and family had supported this decision. At the end of
the year she resigned this position to have a child. A year laler she got back into
administralion.
Seven of the women expressed a point of view thaI having an administralion
where both sexes were represemed would be an asset to any school. They feel that men
and women have different perspectives and it is preferable to have both of those
perspectives represented, to give a sense of balance. Hanna views this as
"complementary", whereas Greta feels il gives a sense of"compieIeness"
I would look al il as an advanlage to the school to have a female
administralor, and I think that any school that has women in
administralion is a better school. Because you've gal viewpoints from
differem genders, different gender perspectives. If they have a male only
administr.l.lion, then they don'l always see things. There are males. I'm
sure, who have broad views and can really see the overall picture and
things. but I think women really bring a differem perspective and I looked
go
at that as an opportunity for the school as much as for me. (Abbey. July
1999)
Although few, if any of these women had mentors. they view role models and
mentors as very imponant to promoting and educating women about administrative
positions. Cathy and Frieda would like to see a formal menloring system. put in place for
women, to mentor them into administrative positions. Few teachers really know what the
vice-principal's position entails. They also feel that vice-principals need to be mentored
into principal positions for the same reason. The job descriptions of these two positions
appear to be vague.
Well, there's no job description. And when I asked for that during the
interview, [there was a} nervous laugh by everybody, no there's nothing. I
think the response was, 'You and the principal negotiate this: And this is
fine if you're dealing with somebody with whom you can negotiate and
who is fair. reasonable. rational, all those things. BUI you don't know thaI.
(Frieda. September 1999)
Hanna feels !hat young women need to see other women in administrative roles.
This mentorship seems to be important. She thinks women see how men ron the school
and know they would do it differenlly. They wonder if their style would be accepted.
Having a mentor or female role model would make these positions more attractive. since
it would give women a chance to see some of their philosophies in action.
The women in this study, in tum, feel they have become role models and mentors
for the females in their life. They represent to their children, students and staff, positive
role models of whal women are capable of doing, and doing well. Edna feels she
.1
demonstrates to her children how in a relationship one person can lean on the other for
suppon and then those roles can ~ilch..
Both Greta and Dora view themselves as role models for W women on staff.
Both the students and teachers need to see lhat """omen arc capable of doing this.
especially the females. As Hanna put it.
Well I think there's ddinitdy a role fOT women in administration
esp«iall)' today with such an emphasis with women being involved in
engineering. in technology. You know. people holding lhcir ovm in public
office and everything else. So I think ifs a very positive role model when
young women in school systems see women administrators, see role
modelling there. So I think it's very important I think though there's s!ill
a lot of that sense of in high schools that it has to be a man. that it's a
man"s role. kind arthing. (Hanna. October 1999)
These women feel they arc \\."ell placed as adminiSU1llors in high schools. Not
onl}' are they confident thaI they arc performing the duties inherent to administration
effectil·e1y. but they also see themselves as role models to other women and girls ".,ith
whom they \Hlrk.
No..... that these women have had 5UCCessfuJ ~rs as vice-principaJs some of
them have become more ambitious. Abbey. Dora. Greta and Hanna have sought and
filled several different administrative positions. sometimes in different schools. and
sometimes in different capacities. Dora has gone from being a young teacher who found
reassurance at a conference that she was "doing things right", to a woman who is actively
seeking her "own school" where she can implement ideas that are imponant to her,
Already the board is approaching her about positions for next ~ar. She aspi~ to
continue her education. possibl)' althe Doctora!e 1C't'el.
T'olo'O ,-,'Omen haV1: achit:ved positions as principal since I fim approached them to
be interviewed for this study. The fusl time Abbey applied for a permanent position as
principal, one thai she had previously filled the position on a conU3Ct basis. it was given
to a man because of redundancies. She has since been appoimed this position. She docs
not foresee moving on to a school board position as this would require a lot of travel. and
this docs not appeal!o hcr.
Cathy has gone on 10 become a principal as weB. She is not attracled 10 the school
board level because she does not think the kind of work central office staff does would
interest her. She fears she would have 100 little contacl 'oloith the schools. With respect 10
her cl1lTtnt position as principal. she feels strongly that if the time comes when she does
not enjoy it any more. or if people arc not hapP)' '-'ith her work. she ....ill simply step
do....n. -It is not a power thing for me. and therefore I can let it go" (August 1999). She is
considering taking a year's break from her position next year. She thinks people need
time to rejuvenate and the system benefits from another person's way of doing things.
Her first love in the school setting is leaching. She fears that too often people get in
administralive positions that the)' occupy for the remainder of their careers. For this
reason dtesc positions do not open up very often.
In swnmary, the panicipanlS in this study come from a variety of backgrounds
and have many different life stories. Nonetheless there were quite a few common foci
thai could be drn.wn. from their interviews. Gender appcan to be a delennining factor in
"their views and experiences and they sec recent years as a time when lhttr 3I'e mort:
opponunities for .....omen to get involved in administration. Other 'ol.oomen have paved the
way and there is a growing appreciation for women"s leadenhip styles. School boards.
teachers and students are beginning to recognise the value in having a woman as one of
the administrative tcam.
The major obstacl~ for these women appear to be self<reated. While they have
come 10 see their value and the value of other women, some of these women wen:
initially apprehensive about becoming administrators and only did so al the
encouragement or others. There is still a tendency, even on the part of these women who
have experienced success as administrators. 10 limit their own career. Women still tend to
accept more than half of the r~ponsibililies at home, and they limit themselves to
positions that become available to them in their hometowns. Some of those 'o'ithout
children have been less reluctant to leave their curTent school 10 ~k other administrative
positions.
The participants spttulate on reasons why other women have nOI become
involved in administration and believe others lack either interest or self-confidence. or
ho!h. Although they feel thCTC are many opportunities available for women. concerns
such as female centred self-doubt. workload, and family ~ponsibilitics which !hey
continue to view as inherently the role of women. are reasons for the low numbers of
women in !his field.
CHAPTER V
Conclusions and Recommendations
~
In this study I set out to explore the glass ceiling concept (Morrison. White and
Van Velsor. 1987) as it exists for female educational administrators in NewfoWldland. To
this end. I studied the experiences of eight female h.igh school vice-principals. Through
conversations ....ith them I discovered that there are factors that are posith'e influences
and as such. help to provide favourable opponunities for women in this field.
Unfortunately there are also factors that have a negative impact on their opportunities and
experiences as administrators. These negative factors provide evidence of the existence of
the glass ceiling,
The glass ceiling still exists and obstacles are still in place for women who aspire
to administrative positions, The glass ceiling has been traditionally viewed as a single
layer of glass created in society and in the professional world that works as a transparent
barrier to k~p women from attaining their goals. while still allowing them to see their
objectives. Its transparency keeps it invisible 10 many,
The research carried out for this thesis fOWld that most of this definition is true for
women high school administrators in Newfoundland with two exceptions. Firstl}'_ the
glass ceiling appears to consist of many panes or layers of glass and it is therefore mort
complex than originally thought. As one pane is broken there are still other panes that
work as obstacles to future success in subsequent administrative positions.
It is true that some panes in the glass ceiling are caused by society's view towards
women in administrative positions and are applied to women from these external rources.
"There are two extemal negative influences: one is the increased workload of the position
of vice-principal and the second is gender discrimination. The increase in the amount of
time that must be devoted to work-related duties as a vice-principal. along \.\ith the view
of high school administration as a man's job serve 10 discourage women from attaining or
even applying for administrative positions.
My second discovery is that there are layers of the glass ceiling created by forces
that are internal to women. There are panes of glass. obstacles to women's advancement
that have been internalised by women and ha"c, in fact. been created by women. These
internal negative influences relale 10 women's perceptions of themselves as professionals.
homemakers and mothers. Women suffer from role conflict where decisions they make to
accommodate their personal life impact negatively on their professional decisions.
Women also suffer from a lack of self-confidence and finally, they are uncomfortable
\\ith some of the potential for interpersonal conflict that exists in administrative
positions. The ways in which women hinder or limit their own professional progress
demonstrate a female constructed glass ceiling.
Fortunately. for women who aspire to administrative positions. there are also
sources both external and internal to women that exert a positive influence on the
opportunities available to them. These positive influences counter act. at least partially.
the negative influences. They can help women break through certain panes of the glass
ceiling.
External sources can favourably impact the career opportunities for women. There
is a gro\loing appreciation for women in administrative positions. Other people. often a
male principal, encouraged the panicipants to apply for their first position. Once in an
"administrative role, these ' ....omen art often approached by tcachers or students and told
that they are effective leaders and are .....elcome in the school.
Women create their own positive influences and promote their o....n .....onh as well.
Women who aspire to administrative positions are highly qualified. and are effective
leaders. With experience. they begin to realise their value as administrators to a school.
and their self-confidence and ambition grow.
An analysis of how these various influences impact on each other reveals which
panes of glass remain intact and which are weakening.
Implications ofGender Discrimination
Gender discrimination represents several layers thaI many women musl break
through. Some. even though they have attained their first administrative position. feel
thai they must then break through yet another layer of glass if mey wish to advance to the
next position. Some women feel they are accepted as vice-principals. bur that school
boards are reluctant to hire women as principals or for positions at the school board.
Sometimes this discrimination keeps women from being chosen for administrative
positions. But the more damaging effect is thai it causes women 10 doubt their 0....11
abilities, and keeps Ihem from even pursuing career advancement. This gender
discriminalion represents a major obstacle to career advancement as it undermines Ihe
self-confidence of women who might olhen.vise aspire 10 administrative positions and can
reduce a woman's inilialive to become involved in administration. Although gender
discrimination is applied from external sources its most damaging effe<:1 is that it
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becomes internalised and creates in women a lack in self-confidence. an internal layer of
the glass ceiling.
Women are unsure as to whether they will be accepled for these positions. and
therefore there is a large risk of encountering failure allhe levd ofapplication. As well. if
they do receive a position. they are unsure as to now others will receive them. and how
well they will be able 10 perform their dutie~. They are concerned that others will not
appreciale their leadership style.
SOffie fear that others ",ill believe they were chosen simply because they were
women and not because of their qualifications. They do not wan! to be perceived as
having received preferential tnatment and SOffie of them feel there is a real danger of this
as schools boards are feeling the pressure to balance the nwnbers by hiring more women
administrators. That said. there is no evidence that any aCme women in this study are less
than qualified for their administrative positions. These internal panes can keep women
from reaching their objectives just as easily as the more obvious. external layers can.
These fears. these female created panes of the glass ceiling. hold women back.
For some women, those who have a strong sense of self-confidence, gender
discrimination can have a reverse effect. There are those who seek administrative
positions for the purpose of proving to other people women are indeed capable leaders.
Implications of Encouragement from Others
Counteracting the gender discrimination is a growing appreciation of the
leadership skills of women and the value of women in administrative positions. There is
strong evidence of this phenomenon. The leadership qualities of many of the women in
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this study were recognised by others first. usually a male principal, and these women
were in turn encouraged 10 apply for their first position. As well. since becoming vice-
principals these \o\l)fficn have ~n very well received by the students. staff. and the
community, and have been encoW'8ged by all three to either remain in their position or
seek advancement. In short. the obstacle of negative opinions regarding the ability of
women high school administrato~ appear.; 10 be disappearing. Still. there is a large
discrepancy in the province of Nc\\foundland between the numbers of women and men
who fill administrative positions in high schools.
This growing appreciation for women as leaders is, without doubt. a positive
external influence on the opportunities available for women. However, the faCI that
women rely very heavily on the encouragement of others before feeling ready or
appropriate to apply for administrative positions indicates a lack of self-confidence. or at
least an inability to see their own. potential as leaders \\oithin the school. This is a strong
pane of an internal glass ceiling that remains in place until these women have
experienced some success as administrators.
Women do not tend to plan their careers in administration. and many of them do
not consider administration in a high school as an option for them even though they are
highly qualified. They have prepared themselves well and hold considerable work
experience as teachers and as volunteers with various organisations. As well, for the most
part, they hold the appropriate university degrees. Therefore, a lack of qualifications is no
longer an appropriate obstacle to applying for these positions, Nonetheless they tend to
wait until they are sure they will be viewed as qualified before they apply, and therefore
not having completed a Masters degree can deter them, even if they feel they might
"olherwise be qualified. Women do nOl appear to be risk takers in this regard. They are
often very \lo"ell qualifi:d. if not ovtr-qualified, by the time they make their first
application. Again. this is a way in which women limit ~Ives.
The \o\umen in this study were: all hired for the fim administrative position for
which they applied. This is further evidence that they are highly regarded by others as
potential administrators. The difficulty is that because they do not plan a career in
administration many of them wait 10 be encouraged by an outsider, usually a male
principal. before they apply for their first position. This is not an intentional decision.
Often women simply do not sec themselves as appropriate for these roles. even though
others do. There are few female role models. especially in rural areas. Women need 10
visualise themselves in these positions. 10 see their intrinsic value. and 10 value the ability
of other women in administration. Bctause women wait until they arc recognised by
others they also lend to ste their first position as fortunate and do not credit their O....l1
abilities and worth. These panes of glass an: beginning to crumble but it is the internal.
negative influences that remain the most persistent layer oflhe glass ceiling.
A second difficulty with this ~Iiance on the encouragement of odlers is that
capable women may not get this muc:h·ncedcd recognition. and may therefore OC'o'cr
come to sec themselves as appropriate for these positions. Encouragement docs not seem
to be as large a factor for men. and dley arc in a position to rttcive encouragement more
readily, as other men hold most senior positions. Men tend to memor men. but there is
strong evidence that men can mentor women as well.
There is a need for more mentors, especially for women. Although the numbt:r is
on the rise, there still appears to bt few role models for women in educational
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administration in high schools, and fewer still at the school board. This is both an
extemal and an internal barrier. II is external because tile lack of women role models is
something that women can not control. Ho,-"=ver. as more women attain these positions
the number of female role models increases. Capable women have proven and will
continue to prove that women can be very effective school leaders. The women
adminisuators in this study feel they are role models for female staff and students. and
their existence promotes the belief to people of both sexes lhat women are capable
le.:lders.
Implications of Increased Workload
The increased workload required of this position is an external negative force to
which all vice-principals must adjust. The women in this study have succeeded in
meeting their work-related expectations by rearranging their personal lives. The demands
this position requires in terms oftime devoted to work-related duties can be a concern for
some women, especially mamers. There are feelings of guilt associated with passing
some household responsibilities on 10 panners, especially when it comes to childcare.
Women with children really are reluctant to pass on these duties. Two of the childless
women engaged housekeepers. whereas none of the mothers considered this option. This
is an obstacle thai is for the mosl part created by the women. Partners are more willing
than ever to help out, bUI women persist in the view thai they are the primary care givers
in the home. This is so ingrained in some women that one participant suggested that
women should seek their husband's blessing before pursuing an administrative career,
and reassure him and the children that the homc will always be taken care of first.
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There is no evidence in this study however, that .....omen vice-principals sacrifice
work-related duties and give preference to household duties. They are simply re[uclanl [0
pass over household and childcare duties to others. even though their husbands ~m
willing to accept these duties. This can lead to a double day of work, and possibly stress
and burnout. TIley feel as well that this is a major reason why some women do not want
to become administrators. Nonetheless. all of the women in this study are successful
administrators. and they have busy home lives. One is the mother of six children and onc
is a single mother of three. It is fair to assume that if they can manage the workload then
others would be able to as well.
The conflicting role of molher and administrator is a difficult pane in the glass
ceiling for some women to break though. Women from differing personal circumstances
have proven that they are capable of effectively combining family and work. bUI some of
the participants voiced the opinion that it is this increased workload along with Ihe
relention of househl.1d responsibilities that keeps others from becoming interesled in
administralive positions. Women need 10 learn where and how they can decrease their
home responsibilities. to delegate bener and 10 bener manage their lime. They need to
learn 10 do so without feelings of guilt or remorse.
Women. especially mothers. are reluctanl 10 make career decisions that will
impact negatively on their home life. Mothers deal with two conslnlcts that impact on
their view of themselves: womanhood and motherhood. They consider what they believe
to be appropriate behaviour for both of these when making career moves and when
making decisions about their home. Few of the women in this study are willing to move
to new communities for the sake of finding a better position. The only participant who
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regularly moved was not married and had no children. If women wait unlil a particular
position becomes available within a given community. as most of the women in this
study did. then women limit the numbers of positions for which they will apply. As well.
women tend to begin applying for administrative positions later in their careers. once
children are older. The women in this study had at least len years teaching experience
before applying for their firs! administrative position. One had been a leacher for twenly'
five years. Again, women limit themselves. When making Ihese life decisions women
take into consideration more than wise career moves. They look at how such career
moves would impact on their personal and family life. and often sacrifice career for
family. This role conflict is a strong internal delerrent to administration.
Administrative positions do not pay well for the extra "'ork required. Therefore.
either money is no! an incentive to them. or if the salary increase were more equitable.
more women mighl consider applying for these positions. Given that women tend to see
themselves as the primary caregiver al home. and that administrative positions require
more time and energy than teaching positions with linle supplementary pay, it is not
surprising that few women gel involved in this role. One wonders how much an effect the
minimum salary increase has on the decision to become an administrator. II may not be
financially attractive to many women to assume the added responsibilities to an already
hectic home life.
Implications of Success in an Administrative Position
Nothing succeeds like success. Female vice-principals who do exist ~rfonn the
various functions of the position very well, both in their own estimation and in the
IOJ
estimation of others. Women have particular skills that are conducive to eff~live
administration of schools. They tend to be consultative. ameliorative. and collaborative.
They value the input of other stakeholders and are effC(;tive at diffusing conflicts. There
are some duties related to the position of vice-principal that they do not enjoy. and these
are mostly regarding interpersonal relations and the potential for conflict. Vice-principals
have 10 deal daily with more stakeholders than do classroom teachers, and there are
frequently no set responses. It is this uncertainty of outcomes that women find
disconcening. Nonetheless, they perform lhese duties very well.
This finding is based on positive feedback they receive from students. staff. and
the community at large. With lime. with reassurance, they, too, begin to see their own
worth. Their initial apprehensions when beginning their administrative career are
replaced with a growing self·assurance that they are valuable to the school and that they
are doing things right. They come 10 see a real need 10 have more women in
administrative roles within all schools.
The feelings of self-doubt from which some women suffer. appear to dissipate
once women experience success in their firsl position in administration. Some of them
then find the self-confidence and the desire to apply for more challenging positions. As
they believe in their o....n abilities. their ambition grows and there is evidence that once
this self-confidence occurs they are no longer halted by failure. There are two women
who continued to apply for positions as principal even Ihough they were initially turned
down.
The participants see value in men's way of doing as well and for that reason they
think an ideal administration would have both a male and a female participant. Thus
,..
different perspectives would be represented and an administrative team comprised of
both male and female members would bener understand and represent the needs of both
sexes in the school environment.
To summarize, many of the external barriers preventing women from applying
successfully for administrative positions are weakening and disappearing. Gender
discrimination is being replaced by an appreciation for women administrators. This is
true even for people who originally doubted women's abilities. once they have had the
chance 10 work ....ith a woman administralOr. The heavy demands of the positions are
manageable for women, even for mothers. if they learn 10 relinquish morc of the home-
related duties.
The greatest barriers to success in administrative careers exist within women
themselves. These are the most persistent panes afthe glass ceiling, especially for women
who have nOI taken their first foray into administrative .....ork. Women tend to not plan
their careers, and they tend to not view themselves as appropriate for administrative
positions. They also slill look for ways 10 decrease the risk of not gelling a posilion
before they apply. They lend to look. for specific positions in specific schools. as they do
nOI want 10 move OUI of their community and upset their personal and family lives 10 find
work.. These factors can seriously decrease the number of posilions for which they are
willing to apply. They are reluctant to hand over home responsibilities to their partners,
.....ho appear ....illing to accept them. This increases the demands on their time. This is a
very StrOng deterrent 10 taking on the responsibility of administrators, especially when
one considers the lack of financial incentive.
"5
The strongest, most persistent and difficult panes of glass to break in the glass
ceiling are created by women, and for this reason it is women only who can break them.
Individual women have shown that it is possible. The first pane of glass is thick. and
difficult to break. but once that is done the other panes are easier to deal with. Once
women become involved in administrative activities they gain confidence. stop
questioning their decisions. and seek further promotion; as Cathy says (September 1999),
"Women have to create their own opportUnities",
Recommendations for Future~
The following are suggested areas of future study with respect to understanding
why there are so few women administrators in high schools in Newfoundland.
Why do more women appear to be gening positions in high school
administration? Is it because more women are applying. or are they bener
qualified than they have been in the past? Are there more positions available
because of increasing retirements? Are there not enough available and qualified
men to fill these positions? Or have school boards begun to see women as suitable
for these positions?
2. What is the situation for women who apply unsuccessfully for administrative
positions? Do they face barriers that are different from those faced and overcome
by women who successfully apply for these positions? A study of this nature
could shed more light on the perceptions of women who have hit the glass ceiling.
More could be leamed about barriers to promotion.
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". Many women do not aspire to administrative jXlsitions. Again, barriers to
promotion, incentives or the lack of incentives. lack of interest, and lack of self-
confidence could be studied in closer detail. Are their perceptions of
administrative positions realistic?
4. There is a need to study women in central office professional staff positions to
study the barriers they may have faced and to study how they might be. or have
been instrwnental in hdping other women attain promotions.
5. A study of attitudes by school board personnellowards women in administration
would gather evidence as to whether women are really viewed as equally
appropriate for administrative positions.
6. A study of attitudes of staff towards both male and female administrators would
help 10 demonstrate if women's ways of leading are appreciated and to what
degree.
7. A study of attitudes of students towards both male and female administrators
.....ould be of use. again 10 determine to .....hat degree women are appreciated as
administrators.
8. A comparison study of male high school vice-principals in terms of educational
preparation. home responsibilities, feelings of guilt associated with demands on
their time, and their experiences with mentors ""QuId provide interesting
comparative data to the findings of this study.
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RKOmmmdations for Future Changes
The following an: a number of suggestions to encourage the participation of
women in school administration and other positions ofschool leadership.
Opportunities to ment/X and encowage women who exhibit leadership qualities
can be made available. either fonnally or infonna.lly. The women in this Slud)' see
this as essential. This could increase awareness of the possibility of anaining such
positions. and of understanding what these positions entail. Vice-principals can
also be menlared into principal positions.
2. District staff can consider offering workshops with II. view 10 raising awareness
concerning women's issues such as gender discrimination. They can promote
women's ways of leadership. and encouraging women 10 gel involved in
educational adminisuation.
J. Serious consideration can be made for ani~ in rcmW\efation in i'rQponion
to me increase in responsibility with an administrative position. If there was a
significant salazy increase for administrators.. more women and men might find
lhe positions alU3Ctive and WOM pursuing.
4. The cum:m policies rOf bumping within boards discriminate against women. The
more senior administrators retain their positions while the more junior
administrators are required to return to teaching positions. The more senior
administrators lend 10 be male, while women are newer 10 these roles. and are
thererore often the ones who musl go back to leaching positions. There also
appears 10 be the perception that men who have been in the system rOf a longer
10.
period of time may be considered for a position before a ....'Oman for reasons of
seniority. School boards and the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers'
Association need to revisit these policies.
S. Serious consideration can be given., where possible. to hire a man and a woman
for the tvo"O administrative positions within a school.
6. Consideration can be given. ....Me possible, 10 hiring more women as teachers
within the high school system. In rural Ncy,i"oundland there are few women
teachers in high schools and this continues to propagate the gender imbalance at
the adrninistrati,-c level. Women are outnumbered. and men's ....'3ys of doing
things dominate. II rakes women longer 10 view themselves as capable and
appropriate for administrative roles.
1. More women can be given roles where they can develop their administrative skills
and confidence in their abilities. More can be given department head positions
and asked to help out i..'l the office in the absence of one of the administrators.
More can be asked to chair committees within the school. These practices would
help women develop lheir self-esteem and recognise their own leadership
abilities.
8. Memorial University of Newfoundland can consider adding a course (() highlighl
women's issues within education. with the: view to encouraging female edUQtion
studenlS to view administrative positions as possibilities in their career path.
9. Women have to find and accept ways of decreasing their home responsibilities if
they wish to become involved in administrative positions. They have 10 accept
delegation of duties as a nonnal response for anyone who has increased work·
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related responsibilities. They n«d to adopt a more reasonable expectation of what
how much they time they can de~ to home responsibilities if they '-'"'3nl to
pursue career advances.
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APPENDICES
Interview guidelines
Interviewer'snOlt:
I intended to gi'ic very similar interviews 10 all of the panicipants. but
given the personal and individual nature of an inlerview there may have been
some variance in q~stion order. As well. I may have spent mote time on onc
topic or another with certain panicipants. I attempted. as much as possible. to
cover in depth all aflhe topics suggested below.
I. Background infannalian I Career in Teaching
Can you tell me about your leaching career up to the point you first considered entering
into administration?
Number afyears experience
Grades taught
University degrees. when sought and why
Work on professional committees. volunteer organizations. elc...
Experience in leadership positions as a teacher
., Career in adminisu;lIion
A Can you tell me a little about your decision to pursue a career as an administrator?
When decided to move into administration
Why decided to move into administralion. what ...:as appealing aboul it
Preparation (education. comminee work. leadership roles)
Apprehensions (family responsibilities. lack ofconfidence. time restraints)
• Encouragement! discouragement from others (family, spouse. mends.
colleagues)
Mentors/role models in administration
Can you tell about your first attempt(s) at seeking employment as an
administrator?
• Positive I negative experiences
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Oppommities available
Obstacles to overcome
• Attitudesofothers
Apprehensions
Effect of being female. if any
C What has it been like. being a high school vice-principal?
Various responsibilities both inside and outside the school (public relations.
committee work...)
Positive I negative aspects
Perception of you by staff. students. community, as a woman administrator·
change?
Role conflict (family responsibilities. time restraints. spousal support)
Coping mechanisms for stress
3. Futureaspirations
Can you tell me about your plans for the future wilhin educational administration?
long term goals
opponunities for advancement
barriers to advancement
preparation before moving on
4. Conclusion
In general. how do you feel about your experiences as a female high school vice-
principal?
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Letter ofConsent
Deanne Barren.
99 Cabot Street.
St. John's. NF
AICIZ7
Dear Participant
I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland. As indicated in our telephone conversation. I am conducting research into
the experiences of female high school vice-principals as part of my thesis. I am interested
in studying opponunities available to them in the profession. and any obstacles they
might have had 10 face in order to gain their first administrative position. I 'Nish to
formally request your participation in this study.
Your participation will involve one interview of approximately sixty to ninety
minutes in length. You may feel free to refuse to answer any or the questions asked. and
you may withdraw your participation al any time. With your permission I would like to
rape-record this interview so that I might bener be able to interpret its results as data. A
transcript of your interview will be made available to you before its use as data if you
request it. The tapes will be stored in a safe place and then desuoyed when the thesis has
been completed. Your anonymity will be guaranteed. No mention of your name. school.
school board or community will be made. If at any time you wish to withdraw from this
study you may do so. Upon your request. a copy of the thesis will be made available to
you.
I wish to study your perception of the experiences of women who have aspired to
administrative positions at the high school level. I would like to look at what you believe
to be the opportunities available for women in these positions, the obstacles, if any.
which you had 10 overcome, the preparation for such a position. and the attitudes of
others towards this decision. I would also like to look at future advances you might wish
to make in administrative positions, and any difficulties that might be posed.
This study has received the approval oflhe Faculty of Education's Ethics Review
Committee. It is under the supervision of Dr. Robena Hammett and Dr. Alice Collins. Dr.
Hammett may be reached at hammett@morgan.ucs.mun or at (709) 737·7616. Dr.
Collins may be reached at a1icec@morgan.ucs.mun or at (709) 737-2505. Dr. Bruce
Sheppard. who is not involved with this research in any way, can also be contacted if you
have any questions or concerns. He may be reached at (709) 737-3402 or at
bsheppar@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca.
If you are in agreement with panicipalion in this study please complete the
consent form attached 10 this letter. A copy of this letter has been made available for your
files. If you have any concerns please feel free to contact me collect at (709) 754·3422 or
at dbarrett@mps.kI2.nf.ca. Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours truly,
Deanne Barren
"'
Consent Form
I . hereby consent to participate in an interview ~ith Deanne Barren as
apartof~stUdy for hCTMast~s~on the experiences of women vice principals in
high schools. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw at
any time. I understand that I may refuse to answer any questions I do not wish to. I
UI'Kkrstand that this interview ....ill be tape-recorded and thai the tapes '4;11 be destro~ al
the completion of the thesis. I am aware thai a transcribed version of the interview may
be made available to me before its inclusion in the srudy if I wish. I am awarr that my
identity will not bc disclosed. nor the identity of my school. school board. or community.



